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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS 

Particular symbols used in this report 

Vapour barrier, usually plastic foil (plastic film), 

which also functions as an air seal. 

Jointed plastic foil, approx 200 mm overlap, the joint being 

taped and/or clamped with battens or sheet material. ~ 

Wind barrier which is a diffusive sheet or paper material 

· with low air permeability. 

One of the following joint sealing systems: jointing 

. foam of polyurethane, mineral wool strip covered with 

thin polyethylene foil inside and an uncoated mineral 

I wool strip outside, special sealing strips of EPDM 

rubber. 

Arbitrary facade cladding. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Earlier code requirements for an outside shell's thermal insulation and air-

tightness have been dictated by hygiene or comfort. Thermal insulation 

requirements were enforced but there were no demands on a building's air-

tightness. In Swedish Building Code 197~ thermal insulation requirements 

for different building sections have been made considerably more stringent 

(Table 1). Completely new requirements for a building's airtightness have 

been introduced and are stated in SBC 1975 as upper limit values for an outside 

shell's different sections. In addition there are recommendations for maximum 

perviousness measured at a pressure difference of 50 Pa for whole buildings. 

With regard to airtightness of completed buildings, comments on the SBC 1975 

recommendations on maximum air change rate in different types of buildings 

are given in Table 2. 

The requirements for thermal insulation mean, for example, that the insulation 

thickness for mineral wool insulated wooden walls must be approximately 190 

mm and 150 mm respectively in zones I+ II and III+ IV. On attic joist 

structures approximately 260 mm mineral wool in zones I + II and approximately 

220 mm in zones III+ IV, is normally requl.red~ These are significant thick-

nesses whicj mean more complicated wall and joist floor constructions than 

was earlier the case. There is sufficient economic motivation to insulate 

to a greater extent than that stated in SBC 1975 bearing in mind the rapidly 

increasing price of energy. 

Section of building Maximum permissible k value allowed 

Zone I + II Zone III + IV 

Exposed outside wall 0.25 0.30 

Roof and attic joist structure exposed to 

outside 0.17 0.20 

Joist floor exposed to outside 0.17 0.20 

Joist floor above access spaces and ground 

level floor constructions respectively 0.30 0.30 

Table 1. Maximum permissible heat transfer coefficients (k value) in W/m
20c 

for parts of buildings adjacent to rooms to be heated to more than +18°C 

(see SBC 1975, Table 33:21) • 

·. 



Single-family houses 

Other houses with 2 floors max. 

Houses with 3 or more floors 
I 

Max air change rate, changes/h 

3.0 

2.0a 

1.0 

a In the case of apartment-separating walls which are somewhat pervious, 

such as certain types of framework walls, and where correction for leakage 

through these is not made, there is a provisional allowance which deems 

it sufficient if the air leakage amounts to a maximum of 3.0 changes/h 

(The National Swedish Board of Physical Planning and Pesign News, Number 

4, 1978) The figure applies to terraced houses. 

Table 2. Recommendations for the highest air change rate in different 

types of buildings. 
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1.· 

Figure 2. Theoretical calculation of air change rate for extract air venti-

lated, for single-family house with extract ventilation as a function of 

wind speed and the house's air change rate determined using the pressure 

test method. In impervious houses, n
50

=1.0 the ventilation is little affected 

by wind speed whereas the ventilation in pervious houses, n5o= 5.0, increases 

rapidly with wind speed. 

Ventilation, changes/h 
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Wind speed, m/s 

10 

n
50 

Number of air changes at 50 Pa pressure difference 

The ventilation losses are based on the assumption that the house has a 

perviousness normal for site-built houses of that period. This means an 

average air change rate of 0.7-0.8. From the "out" bar in Figure 1 it can 

be seen that the ventilation losses i.e. the sum of intentional and unintentional 

ventilation is an important item in the energy balance. 

therefore to reduce this through improved airtightness. 

It should be possible 

The relationship between airtightness, ventilation system and outdoor climate 

has been studied theoretically by Nylund (1979). Figure 2 gives an account 

of results calculated ·according to a proposed model of expected ventilation 

in a single-family house. It is assumed that the house is ventilated 

with an exhaust fan which is adjusted so that the ventilation rate is 0.5 

changes/h in still air conditions. The example illustrates how ventilation 

is affected by wind speed. Three different levels for imperviousness 

of the houses are shown in the figure. The curves, designated n illustrated 
50 



THE MOTIVES FOR AIRTIGHTNESS IN BUILDINGS 

Energy Savings 

Energy consumption in houses built in the early 70's 

The airtightness of the outside shell is pf considerable importance to indoor 

climate and energy consumption. A building's airtightness primarily affects 

ventilation and thus heat losses. As a background for the following account, 

figure 1 shows an energy balance for a normal single family dwelling, with 

a living area of approximately 130 m2 , built before the energy crisis in 

the beginning of the 70's. The energy balance is shown in the form of a 

histogram for input and outgoing energy in thP. honRP. The balance is bas~d 

on average values for houses in the Stockholm . area as stated by Munther (1974) 

and Adamson/K~llblad (1975). The sub-divisions are based on conditions in 

a normal household. 

Out MWh 

Heat losses from domestic electricity 

Waste water losses 

Ventilation/ losses 

Transmission Losses 

Total 31.7 

-· 

Total 31. 7 

In MWh 

Solar energy 

Body heat 

Energy purchased, -27.0 MWh 
'" 

Household electricity 

Hot water 

Heating 

Figure 1. 2 Energy balance for a dormer house of approx. 130 m , built in 

the early 70's i.e. before the energy crisis. The required amount of purchased 

energy is on average 27 000 kWh in the Stockholm area. 
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in the figure, show the number of air changes when pressure testing at 

a pressure difference of 50 Pa. For impervious houses, e.g. n50= 1.0 changes/h, 

the exhaust fan has a dominating effect on ventilation/air leakage. Air 

leakage does not increase until very high wind speeds are in force. In 

pervious houses e.g. n5o= 5.0 changes/h,the ~air leakage increases rapidly 

with wind speed. 

Using the same model, Figure 3 shows the calculations of mean annual venti

lation in single-family houses with different grades of perviousness. 

It has been assumed that the average wind speed is 4m/s, the outdoor tempera

ture is + 2°c during the heating season and that 

. .. 

I 
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Figure 3. Theoretical calculation of mean annual ventilation in a single

family dwelling as a function of the house's perviousness and from tests 

using the pressure test method. The scale on the right indicates energy 

losses in Stockholm's climate caused by ventilation. Considerable venti-

lation losses result in pervious houses. Based on a dormer house with approxi-
. 2 

mately 130 m living area. 

Ventilation changes/h 

1.5 

1.0 

o.s 

0 

0 l 2 

I 

3 

Energy losses, MWh/year 
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perviousness, 

chaoges/h at 50 Pa 

10 

0 

the house has an exhaust air system adjusted to 0.5 changes/h in still wind 

conditions and identical indoor and outdoor temperatures. The same figure 

can be used to calculate energy losses through ventilation using the scale 

to the right. The result shows that in very impervious houses with exhaust 

air ventilation, the ventilation is entirely dependent on how the ventilation 

system is adjusted. 

Energy Consumption in Well-Insulated (SBC 1975) and Airtight Houses 

Studies of energy consumption etc. have been carried out in a small group 

of houses outside Stockholm (known as the ~ersberga Project - discussed 

in more detail in a .later chapter). The houses i~ this area have an insulation 

level which complies with the requirements in SBC 1975 and an airtightness 

which is below 1.0 changes/hat 50Pa. This is very good airtightness. 

The calculations verified by short-term measurements indicate that with an 

indoor temperature of +zo0 c, annual energy consumption for transmission heat 

losses in the Stockholm area is approximately 13,000 kWh. With a ventilation 

rate of 0.5 changes/h the ventilation losses become approximately 6,400 kWh 

if this ventilation level is constant during the heating season. 



: 

Using half the fan capacity, the ventilation losses are 3,200 kWh. In 

order to save energy, ventilation will probably be reduced as much as possible. 

We can assume therefore 

I 
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that the ventilation will be set to a rate of 0.5 changes/h during half 

the day and 0.25 changes/h during the other half. This means that the 

ventilation losses will be 4,800 kWh. Since the houses are so impervious 

it will be possible to select the ventilation rate by adjusting the exhaust 

fan. The effect of the outdoor climate can be disregarded - as ·has been 

verified by measurements. 

\ 
Ventilation losses also include a small item, "forced" ventilation - cooking, 

drying cupboard - approximately 300 kWh. 

On the basis of Munther's calculations (1974) the waste water losses are 

assumed to be 3,500 kWh and other electrical losses 1,000 kWh. 

The energy balance is shown in figure 4. In order to arrive at a balance 

between energy supplied and consumed, we must add 9,400 kWh for heating. 

In this case the.energy purchased is 17,900 kWh. 

By comparing figures 1 and 4, i.e. the energy balance for an average house, 

built before the advent of the new code, with the energy balance for a 

house built according to the requirements in the new code related to improved 

thermal insulation and having an airtightness considerably better than 

that recommended in the code, it is seen that the reduction in additionar 

energy requi;fed is in the region of 9 ,000 kWh. It .should be possible 

thP.1'.'P.fore to m;:ikP. coni:;i<lP.rahlP. savings whP.rP. rP.<lnction of vP.ntilRtion losses 

through improve~ imperviousness is a significant factor. 

The example shows that, using mechanical exhaust ventilation, the ventilation 

in pervious houses can be set to the required level irrespective of the 

outdoor climate. 

that air 

The air supply in this case must be controllable so 

Heat losses from domestic 

electricity 

Waste water losses 

Ventilation losses 

Out MWh In MWh 

Solar energy 

Body heat 

Energy purchased, 17.9 MWh 

Household electricity 

.Hot water 



Transmission losses Heating 

Total 22.6 Total 22.6 

~ 

Figure 4. 

Rkersberga. 

Energy balance for impervious 'and well insulated houses in 
\ 

The average purchased energy requirement is approximately 

18,000 kWh per year. This means approximately 9,000 kWh per year less 

than in corresponding hous.es built before the energy crisis (Figure 1). 
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is supplied to all the rooms in a building. Air diffusers will be necessary 

since possible leaks in the building structure mean an evenly distributed 

air supply cannot be guaranteed. Building airtight houses does not imply 

inferior ventilation. On the contrary, it is evident that airtight houses 

are essential for controlled air flow to ensure the required air quality 

throughout the dwelling. Investigations ~' have indicated that even in pervious 
\ . 

houses there is a risk that certain areas will not be ventilated since 

leaks will not always occur where a supply of air is required. 

In houses with natural ventilation it is often assumed that the building 

is pervious. Air infiltration through the building structure is deter

mined in this case by pressure differences caused by wind and temperature 

changes. The ventilation is primarily determined by the outdoor climate 

and not by the fresh air requirement. The highest ventilation rate occurs 

during windy weather in winter. Thus a natural ventilation system creates 

uncontrolled and random ventilation. This means that if the minimum require

ments for air quality are to be maintained for all outdoor climate conditions 

the ventilation during a greater part of the year is excessive. 

Unintentional and uncontrolled excess ventilation increases the energy 

requirement for heating. 

I 

Excess ventilation air must be heated tu room Lemperature. 

Leaks can give rise to draughts which must be compensated for by an 

increase in room temperature which in turn causes increased energy 

losses. 

Air leakage can cool inner faces of parts of the outer structure. 

The room temperature must therefore be increased to compensate for 

radiation losses. 

Leaks can also give rise to blow through in mineral-insulated construc

tions for example, significantly reducing the insulating effect. 

Hygiene Consequences 

Apart from the effects on energy requirements, uncontrolled air leakage 

also causes discomfort. A number of our own investigations agree with 

Ax~n and Pettersson's findings (1979) that significant deficiencies in 



insulation and airtightness techniques are evident even in new-built houses, 

resulting in loud and widespread complaints of uncomfortable draughts. 

The deficiencies of ten have a systematic character and reappear with consider

able regularity in certain types of constructions, materials and working 

methods. Figure 5 shows a sketch of 

I 
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l Truss joint to attic joists 

4 Column wall joints to truss 

(pitched roof) 

6 Eaves 

7 Bottom joists 

joint to outside wall 

9 Column wall joint to 

intermediate joists. 

. ~ 

2 Joist 

3 Pitched roof 

5 Intermediate joists 

to loft space 

8 Window jamb 

joint to outside 

wall 

Figure 5. The figure shows the structural sections which often give rise 

to complaints about draughts. The ways in which airtightness is achieved 

at joints between different building elements are seldom shown in building 

documentation. 

where sensi/ive components often occur from a thermal insulation and airtight

ness e:u:ipecl. The causes of air leakage can be summarised as follows: 

Deficiencies in the building construction methods, incomplete drawings 

or drawing documentation not thought out. 

Unsuitable positioning and layout of installation. 

Unsuitable choice of material. 

Unsuitable working methods and procedures ~ 

A particularly difficult item of construction in a dormer single-family 

dwelling is where the column wall is joined to the intermediate joists. 

Figure 6 shows drawing ·documentation of this common type of joint. The 

figure also shows a reconstruction of the normal method of connection 

in a group of buildings. Figure 7 shows a thermogram from ground level 

for this joint. These figures show that there is both a considerable 

,_ 



amount of air leakage, at the joint in the upper floor, which in ~tself is 

uncomfortable, and that the temperature at the joint and at the floor is 

very low during winter. The main reason for the deficiencies is that the 

planning documentation does not give simple and clear indications of how 

airtightness is to be achieved at the intermediate joists. The result is 

a significant leakage of air and consider~ble discomfort for the occupants. 

I 
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Figure 6. 

a. An e;xample of quite common drawing documentation showing how the joint 

between support wall and intermediate joists is to be carried out in a dormer 

house. Bearing in mind the fact that the load bearing beams pass through 

both the air sealing and thermal insulating layers, there is little chance 

of producing a good result, in 'practice. 

b. This is the way the construction was ' carried out in practice. The internal 

plasterboard has naturally been joined between the beams and airtightness 

has not been achieved. The external wind shield made of particle board has 

been joined above the beams and again airtightness has not been achieved. 

The mineral wool has not completely filled the lower section of the column 

wall. 

16 

1 mineral wool layer 

2 non-impervious paper 

4 mineral wool matting 

I 

5 plastic foil 

3 unjointed plasterboard 

with plastic foil 

6 3mm particle board 7 mineral wool layer 

8 mineral wool matting 

10 plastic foil 

9 plasterboard with 

pl as tic foil 

11 possible air leakage routes 
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Figure 7. Thermogram from the floor level inside the column wall in 

the construction in Figure 6. The figure to the left is a grey tone photograph 

and the one to the right an isotherm photograph. When the thermophotography 
0 

was carried out the outdoor temperature was -0.5 C and the room temperature 

+22.5°c. The thermogram shows that the temperature difference between 
0 the coldest and warmest areas at the joint is no less than 7.4 C, and is 

an entirely unacceptable temperature drop.~ All the measurements show 

that the air speed at the actual floor angle amounted to 6-7 mis when the 

internal pressure difference was 5 Pa. Deficiencies in airtightness and 

in filling with thermal insulation have therefore caused discomfort. 

Discomfort is increased by "unrestricted blow through" in the intermediate 

joists. 

Consequences for building design 

Another inconvenience caused by leaks in the inner layer is the fact that they 

can cause moisture damage. There have been frequent examples of such d_amage 

caused by covering the ceiling.with wood on the upper floor of dormer houses. 

The reason for this is that moisture is transported by warm air convection 

out into the loft area (Figure 8). In dormer houses an excess difference press-

ure in the upper floor is often caused by natural ventilation. If the air-
- -

tightness is defective at the joints in the upper floor, particularly at the 

truss joint?, moisture can pass through to the cold roof and condense. Mould 

and, in particularly bad cases, rot has occurred. Figure 9 shows damage caused 

by moisture on an external panel. Even relatively good ventilation of the 

loft and the pitched roof have not been able to prevent condensation damage. 

This is another reason why it is important to build airtight houses. All 

parts should be designed with good airtightness in mind. 

Air penetration in insulation layers can drastically reduce a wall's insu

lation performance. Figure 10 illustrates the effect of air penetration in 

a Imm gap for different pressure drops according to Bankvall (1977). 

A comparatively insignificant amount of air penetration can almost nullify · 

the effect of an increase in insulation thickness. 

Figure 8. The common method of jointing between an outside wall and a 

truss in a dormer house. As a result of tolerances applied during building 

work, smaller gaps in the actual joint are not uncommon. Under certain 

conditions an internal pressure difference sometimes occurs at the roof 



in upper floors of dormer houses. When there are gaps, air can leak through 

and cause moisture damage. It has been shown that mm wide gaps are quite 

sufficient to cause damage. 

I 

' 

1 ~ir leakage - condensation 

on the roof panel 

2 gap 0 - 10 mm 
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Figure 9. Blueing and initial rot damage on the roof panel. It can be 

seen that the main cause is the air leakage which can occur as shown in figure 

8. Experience has shown that it is not possible to avoid damage by improving 

ventilation. Only by making joints airtight is it possible to eliminate 

moisture accumulation and the consequent risk of mould and rot damage. 

Figure 10. A pressure difference across a wall can cause air penetration 

in the construction, thus affecting its thermal insulation characteristics. 

The figure illustrates how the thermal resistance deteriorates with an increased 

pressure drop in the case of a mineral wdol insulated wall with a complete 

gap in the insulation. 

1 thermal resistance, m20c/W 

2 200mm insulation thickness 

3 lOOmm insulation thickness 

I 4 pressure difference, Pa. 
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Planning For Airtightness 

The principles for achieving airtightness 

The problems of airtightness must be carefully considered in order to build 

airtight houses. 
'-

A thorough system for how airtightness is to be achieved 

facilitates practical work. 

Great importance must be attached to the design of the different construction 

parts illustrated. in figure 5, and, just as important, how the routes for 

services - electricity, water, heat and ventilation - are designed. A 

few examples show the requirements for achieving satisfactory airtightness. 

Figure 11 shows results of laboratory tests of air leakage measured as 

a function of air pressure at different joint designs between sheets mounted 

on beams. The sheets themselves are airtight for all practical purposes. 

The results show that with a pressure difference of 50 Pa the air leakage 

rate is often of the order of 1-4 m3 /m2h if the joint length is lm/m2 • · . 

This is a considerable amount of air leakage and cannot be accepted in 

airtight houses. In order to achieve good airtightness, sheet joints 

I' 

. .. 

' ·~· ... 
must be carefully sealed. This can be done internally using strips and 

filler or tape. Certain types of tape or paper strips have been used 

externally. / Experience shows such seals have a limited value. 

Similarly, Figure 12 shows results of air leakage measured at an electrical 

junction box fitted in plasterboard. In this case the air leakage amounted 

to 2-4m3/h for each connection box. It should be noted that the electrical 

connection was very carefully mounted and such accuracy can hardly be expected 

in practice. This result evidently shows that routes in sealing layers 

in installations etc. can have a detrimental effect on airtightness in 

a building. Field investigations also indicate that electrical connec-

tions mounted without special surrounding sealing also cause an increase 

in air change in the order of 0.5 changes/h rneasure<l at a pressure <llf£erence 

of 50 Pa. If the fitting of electrical installations is unavoidable in 

external walls and routes through sealing layers, careful sealing is essen-

tial. Air movement cau.sed by pervious services routes can, at worst, also 

lead to 

19 
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Figure 11. The top diagram shows air leakage measured through a plaster-

board joint. Despite careful fitting, a considerable amount of air leakage 

was measured through the joint. Airtightness can only. be achieved by 

laying foil completely across the joint or by using sealing strips (or 

tape) and filler. The middle diagram show~ air leakage measured through 
' 

a joint between two plasterboard roof panel,s. Such boards are normally 

mounted on thin panels and the result can be considered representative 

of normal practice. Mineral wool insulation has, as expected, no partic-

ular effect on airtightness. There is considerable air leakage through 

the joint. The bottom diagram shows air leakage measured through a joint 

between asphaboard sheets carefully nailed to a wooden beam. Despite 
3 2 the sheet being almost impervious, a leakage of almost lm /m h (with lm 

joint /m2) was measured with a pressure difference of 50 Pa. Bearing 

in mind normal movements in sheet material and nails, airtightness cannot 

be achieved without the further sealing of joints. 

I 
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Air leakage m3/m2h 

10 

8 

6 jointed plasterboard 

4 

2 

0 

0 40 80 ~ 120 160 200 
I 

alr pressure, Pa 

13mm plasterboard with plastic foil 

joint along a steel beam (1 m joint/m2) 

Screw: Gyproc N 212/25 c/c 200 

I 

3 2 Air leakage m /m h 

10 

8 

6 roof battens alone 

4 roof battens plus 

2 mineral wool 120mm 

0 

0 40 80 120 160 200 
. . 

air pressure, Pa 

13mm plasterboard (roof batten) 

with foil joint along steel 

beams (Im jointim2) 

Screw: Gyproc N 212/25 

' 

Air leakage m3/m2h 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 jointed asphalt coated board 

2.0 

1.5 

1. 0 

0.5 

0 

·~ . 

asphalt coated board without joints 

13mm asphalt coated board 

35x24 c 200 mm · 

Carefully positioned 

0 40 80 120 160 200 

excess air pressure, Pa 
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way, cannot be used to fulfill airtightness requirements. As has already 

been shown, airtightness requires very careful sealing of joints between 

sheets. Such sealing is not normally necessary in order to attain full 

wind tightness in a construction. Special measures are therefore required 

if the windshield is to be changed and improved so that it can also constitute 

an air sealing layer. 
, 

Using homogenous constructions of porous concrete, for example, problems 

often arise in achieving airtightness where there is a\ change in material; 
" 

for example if a wooden roof is mounted onto a porous ~oncrete house. Work 
i' 

is in progress however to find suitable methods to provide good airtightness 

at such transitions. 

The new requirements for airtightness demand therefore new, more stringent 

21 
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Air leakage, m3/h 

10 

8 

6 Holes for enclosed cable open 

4 

2 Holes 

0 

0 40 

13m.m plasterboard with plastic foil 

carefully mounted electrical connection. 

plll,gged 

80 120 160 200 

pressure, Pa 

Figure 12. Air leakage measured when an elect rical connection was very 

carefully mounted in a plasterboard. The result shows that air leakage 

is considerable and for this reason penetration of a sealing layer must 

be avoided as far as possible. Electrical installations should be pos-

itioned so that the sealing layer is not punctured. 

a reduction in thermal insulation properties. and can also cause draughts 

as was shown previously. 
7 

Depending on material and design there are a number of available alterna-

tives to ensure airtightness. Table 3 indicates suggested principles. 

The air sealing principle selected should be carried out as consistently 

as possible over the whole of the external structure of the building. 

This means that not only walls and ceilings follow the principle but this 

must be carried out consistently even at joints, connections etc. One 

should also _!EX to ~ the air sealing layer in the same plane everywhere. 

Table 3 indicates the advantages and disadvantages of the different principles. 

Further comments are necessary. The table talks about air tightness and 

windtightness. ~ a i r tightness we mean the proper t y of preven ting air 

from penet ra t ing through the shell. ~ windtightness we mean that a-ir 

~ · prevented from pene tra t i ng the shell~ that the thermal insulation 

property of the immediately adjacent insulation material is not reduced. 

Using these definitions there is therefore a clearly defined difference 

between requirements for windtightness and airtightness. The requirement 

for windtightness can therefore be fulfilled without the requirements for 

airtightness being achieved. This means that a material which can function 

as a wind shield, for example rigid mineral wool sheets mounted in a certain 

. .. 

·-



Combination of internal 

and external air sealing 

22 · 

Homogenous constructions, 

e.g. porous concrete 

.. 

Double safety 

Simple design 

Electrical cables can be positioned in 

the material without jeopardising 

airtightness 

. can lead to hi~her demands on mat'el!ial prop~~ ties ~ 

Risk of damage during the building period. 

Stringent requirements for weather resistence 

of the material. 

Stringent airtightness requirements in 

internal vapour barriers. 

Use of double sealing layers, uneconomic 

An airtight wind shield can cause 

moisture damage. 

Limited choice of material. 

Connection details to other building 

must be solved separately. 

All building sections should be able to 

be carried out applying the same system 

which limits the method and choice of 

material. 

·~ .:--



Construction Principle 

Internal airtight cladding, 

e.g. plasterboard 

Internal sealing layers, foil 

"Drawn under" sealing layer, 

e.g. paper, plastic foil 

External air sealing 

"Windshield" 

Advantages 

Uses common sheet material 

properties 

Can be checked relatively easily 

and rectified where necessary 

Vapour block can naturally be 

used for air sealing as well 

Large size foil sheets can 

be used, with few joints as ~ 

result 

The sealing layer is protected against 

damage 

Electrical installations possible without 

the sealing strip being damaged 

Good prospects of achieving 

a high level of airtightness 

Easy to apply 

The wind shield's air sealing 

properties can be used 

Disad·.rantages 

The sheet lies unprotected 

Risk of puncturing 

The joints must be sealed carefully even 

against floors and roofs e.g. 

sensi~ive to movement and subsequemt 

crack formation 

Certain difficult constructional 

problems 

Accuracy required at joints 

Services installation routes cause 

problems 

Moisture damage risks not known. 

The effects of "suEplementary insulation" from 

carpentry and furnishing, e.g. on 

moisture conditions in the sealing strip, in 

particular at outside corners, are unknown. 

Requires a double wooden frame. 

Significant risk that airtightness is so good 

that moisture can condense inside the 

construction. 

The laver is affected bv outdoor climate which 
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Figure 13. An example of a test result on the age resistance of a plastic 
0 film. 23 week test at approx. 100 C is assumed to correspond to 40 years 

at +35°c. The result shows that the plastic film must be heat and UV stabilised. 

A black building film gives no guarantee of good age resisting properties. 

Ultimate tensile strength, percent of original value 
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O.lmm black building film, Manufacturer A 

O.lmm black building film, Manufacturer B 

O.lmm black building film, Manufacturer C 

O.lmm transparent building film, heat and 

UV - stabilised, Manufacturer C 

'• 

Different width plastic films should be used. For mounting in room high 

elements or walls, a width of 2.80m is considered suitable. For mounting 

in pitched roofs, a width of 1.40m fits better bearing in mind normal rafter 

spacing distance of approx 1200mm. Furthermore, strips of varying widths 

are needed for special tasks, e.g. at joints. The size should be selected 

to minimise the number of joints, since each joint constitutes a weak point 

and a risk of reduced airtightness. 

When making joints with plastic film, an overlap of at least 200mm should 
' 

be used. Furthermore ' the joint should be taped and/or clamped using battens, 

sheets, etc. Welding trials on plastic foil has been successfully applied 

on a few sites. Using tape materials currently available, it is inadvisa

ble to tape plastic films during humid or cold conditions. If taping 

.. . 
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Table 3. The main principles for the design and positioning of air sealing 

layers in constructions. 

planning requirements. It is very important that the complete sealing 
~ 

function is carefully stated in design documentation. It is also important, 

during planning wo_rk, to indicate an acceptable work sequence on site. 

Supervisory staff and the workforce should be adequately informed about 

the problems of airtightness and the significance of carrying out sealing 

work in the correct manner. To produce a well-insulated and airtight house, 

careful choice of correct materials and proper material handling are neces-

sary. 

Vapour Traps - Air Sealing 

Plastic film can be both a vapour trap and an air seal. It should be 

approximately 0.2 mm thick and transparent in order to facilitate both 

inspection of the thermal insulation work and subsequent board erection. 

The foil shall also be resistant to UV light and heat so that ageing charac-

teristics can be guaranteed to a certain degree. Quality requirements 

for plastic film are given in "Code of Work Practice 2000.n This is the 
I 

basis for the requirements for type-approved films for fitting in dwellings. 

The age-resistance of building film is determined by measuring the change 

in ultimate tensile strength after ageing the film at an elevated tempera-

ture according to the method given in the Code of Work Practice. An example 

of a test result is shown in figure 13. It can be seen that degradation 

is accelerated at higher temperatures and for this reason) the risk of 

degradation in buildings can be expected to be greatest behind radiators. 

The Code of Work Practice recommends therefore that heat reflecting foil 

be used behind radiators in order to reduce the temperature where plastic 

film is fitted. 

It should also be noted that mounting plastic film with copper clamps or 

non-rust protected steel clamps should not be practised since both copper 

and steel accelerate degradation of the film. 

should be used. 

Rust-protected steel clamps 

23 



has to be carried out, the buildings must be covered and heated. Compare 

with the requirements for heating when using polyurethane foam or when 

laying concrete etc. during the winter. 

24 
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As yet, insufficient documented experience on joint taping is available. 

The service life of a joint cannot be determined with any confidence. 

It would appear therefore that, wherever possible, an overlap and clamped 

joints should be used in order to achieve airtightness. Taping should 

only be used as an aid to mounting. Expe~ience has shown that taped joints 

do not provide permanent airtightness even' if the work was well done from 

the beginning. Bearing in mind the difficulties in making joints tight, 

plastic film work should be planned very carefully and all joints should 

be indicated on drawings. 

Windshield 

The main purpose of a windshield is to prevent air movements which can 

impair insulation efficiency in walls and floor structures. Paper or 

sheet materials are used as a windshield in wooden constructions. 

i 



wind shield function the building instructions supplied by the respective 

manufacturers must be followed. It is important to join the sheets in 

the middle of wooden framework members and the distance between nails must 

be that recommended. When nailing sheets outdoors, hot-galvanised wire 

nails with large heads should be used. 

If the wind-protective layer is intended as an airtight layer, additional 

sealing must be carried out at the joints between each sheet. Tape can 

be used in such cases. As mentioned earlier, it is pbintless to use tape 

outside. 

achieved. 

For this reason it is uncertain whether airt~ghtness can be 
i 

A new method of sealing wind-protecting paint has been developed. A special 

type of paper is used together with jointing strips which have an adhesive 

coating. The strips are applied across the joints with heat from an iron 

etc. This method has also been appli~d to seal joints between sheets of 

plasterboard. It would appear that very good airtightness can be achieved 
.~ 

using this method. 

Sheet material with a wind-protecting function would appear to be less 

sensitive than paper to climatic loads during the building period. Damage 

from careless handling during building is minimal and is often repaired 

on the spot. It is however ·very important to use sheet material which 

is sufficiently moisture and temperature resistant.· A considerable period 

of time can elapse before facade cladding is applied to a building and 

during this period, extensive deformation can occur in certain types of 

sheet material. Unsuitable or incorrect application of sheets can also 

contribute to an inferior result. 

Thermal Insulation 

Today, mineral wool is the commonest thermal insulation material. It is 

however necessary to select the correct mineral wool product for the partic

ular application. Material manufacturers have a wide range of products 

whose areas of application are very specific. In general, manufacturers 

supply adequate instructions on how and where a respective product is to 

be used. In wooden frame walls, a relatively pervious mineral wool product 

is used which, in order to function correctly, must completely fill the 

space between the containing surfaces. Gaps and cracks cannot be tolerated 

~ .. 



Both paper alone and paper stuck to different types of mineral wool, such 

as rigid mineral wool sheets and mineral wool matting are used. 

Wind shields in the form of paper should be applied so that the joints 

overiap. The paper should be securely fixed so that it is not disturbed 

by air movement. Paper covering sloping or vertical surfaces should be 

securely clamped to the surface with all the joints clamped to solid materials. 

During assessment it was found that paper exposed to the outside for a 

long period is easily damaged. 

had often not been clamped tight. 

It was also discovered that the joints 
\ 

In such cases the risk of deterioration 

of the function of the windshield is very great. 

Paper glued to sheets of mineral wool intended for use on walls, is posi: 

tioned so that the mineral wool protects the paper. In these cases the 

paper is stapled to wooden frames. With this method the paper is subject 

to less risk of damage than where loose paper is used. 

function of the wind shield is improved. 

In this way the 

In the case of attic joist systems, mineral wool matting with glued-on 

paper is used. If such matting is laid carefully side-by-side and if 

the insulation fills the space to be insulated in all other respects, this 

method provides a satisfactory windshield. The joints must be formed 

correctly for the windshield to function satisfactorily at the junction 

of walls and joist systems. Continuity between the wall's and the joist 

system's windshield is of considerable importance. 

The different types of sheet materials which can be used for windshields 

are wood fibre sheets, both asphalt impregnated particle boards and oil-

tempered hardboard sheets. Furthermore a special plasterboard quality 

(GNU) can be used. In order to achieve a satisfactory 

25 
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since the insulation effect can be severely jeopardised through convection and 

air movement. Furthermore, mineral wool products of this type require an adequate 

wind shield on external surfaces and an air-sealing layer on the internal surface 

in order to function as intended • . 

In certain types of wood-framed walls, more rigid mineral wool sheets with low 

perviousness are used and are applied directly to the outside of the framework. 

Sufficient wind protection is achieved for these walls \ 
" 
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Figure 14. The proportion of wooden framework in walls should be kept as 

low as possible. Unnecessary frames, as shown in the photograph, cost 

money, make good thermal insulation difficult and reduce the quality of 

the thermal insulation • 

with glued-on paper, placed on the inside of the walls for example. Special 

wind protection on rigid mineral wool sheets is not needed on the outside. 

This type of insulation - rigid sheets - can also be used against a concrete 

wall for example and no special wind protection is nece1sary apart from 

normal external cladding. In all these design alterna~ives it is assumed 

that there is an air-sealing layer on the warm side of the insulation. 

In the case of attic joist systems there are several products apart from 

mineral wool sheets to choose from, both in the form of lengths of material 

whose dimensions are adapted to roof truss spacing of 1200 mm and joist 

structure matting with paper glued on as wind protection. There are also 

products which are particularly suitable for application to the inside of 

roofs which make it possible to carry out the insulation work when the external 

roof has been erected. 

Mineral wool products can be easily adapted to the construction in which 

they are to be used. However t~is often means that insufficient consideration 

is paid to the dimensions of mineral wool products supplied. An unnecessarily 

large number of wooden frames is often used in walls bearing in mind the 

dimensions of cladding sheets and mineral wool sheets and unsuitable spacing 

often results (Figure 14). Since mineral wool sheets are so easy to cut 

and adapt, this work is quite often carried out haphazardly. 

gaps result which reduce insulation efficiency. (Figure 15). 

Spaces and 

It is of fundamental importance that mineral wool used for insulation completely 

fills the space between frameworks and between the internal air-sealing 

layer and the external wind shield. Increased thicknesses of insulation 

have to a great extent brought this to notice. Bankvall (1977) shows how 

the thermal resistance varies for different insulation thicknesses different 

widths of vertical gaps (Figure 16). The thermal insulation property of 

the material in the figu~e is assumed to be A= 0.035 W/m 0 c 
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In the case of 100 mm thick insulation, the thermal resistance for a similar 
· 2o 

case is reduced by approx O.lm C/W (4%). Where the air gap is 50 mm 

i.e. constitutes less than 1/10 of the insulation space, a construction 

with 300 mm insulation has its thermal resistance reduced by 50% from 6.9 

to 3.5 m20c/W. 

\ 
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Figure 15. Insufficient regard paid to frame spacing of approx 600 mm 

causes inadequate fitting of the mineral wall sheets with reduced insulation 

as a result. 

Framework spacing too large Framework spacing too small 

Figure 16. The reduction in thermal resistance in a framework section in 

the figure above where there is a consistent vertical air gap in the insulation 

(Bankvall 1977). 

Th 1 i m2 OC/W erma res stance, 
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0.02 0.04 0.06 
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The diagram shows that the framework section with thick insulation having 

a high degree of insulation is affected more than thinner sections as a 

result of an air gap. An air gap of 10 mm reduces the thermal resistance 

for a 300 mm insulation thickness by approximately 0.7m
20c/W (approx 10%). 
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Gaps at the end faces of sheets of insulating material. These are 

caused when the sheets catch on the rough surfaces of wooden framework 

members. Since mineral wool is relatively rigid, if the sheets are 

cut too large, gaps can occur when a sheet is bent to press it in 

between framework members. 

Pressing in position. When insulating sections\ with a small distance ., 

between framework members, less than approx. 600 mm, the work is often 

inferior (Figure 17). A new sheet is not used ahd instead, pieces 

of insulation material with "good enough dimensions" are used. 

a piece is somewhat too large, it is merely forced in between the 

framework members. 

29 
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Figure 17. Satisfactory insulation in framework walls is facilitated if 

the wooden frame spacing matches the widths of the mineral wool and cladding 

sheets. Exact positioning is ensured by use of a measuring rod. The framework 

sections must obviously be fitted vertically. Friction between framework 

members and insulation sheets gives rise to air gaps. If the insulation 

work is carried out from the inside, these gaps are formed on the outside 

where they are less significant than if the gaps were on the warm inner 

surface of the wall. 

irregular spacing between 

framework members 

wall interior 

badly fitted, 

frame member not 

vertical 

air gap 

air gaps 

wall exterior 

The corresponding reduction with an insulation thickness of 100 mm is 357., 

i.e. from 2.4 to 1.6 m20c/W. Bankvall's results show therefore that good 

workmanship is even more important in the case of greater insulation thicknesses. 

The commonest faults which occur during the fitting of mineral wool in wooden 

framed walls (which can be easily avoided by using carefully considered 

methods) are: 

Faults adjacent to framework members. This is the result of cutting 

mineral wool sheet (primarily glass fibre), too generously. 

Gaps adjacent to framework members, adjacent to cross ties, breast 

timbers, or other sheets of mineral wool. The reasons are that the 

distance between framework members is irregular, often for no reason 

that guides are seldom used in cutting sheets of mineral wool and 

through simple neglect when constructing the framework (Figure 17). 
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Figure 20. Insulation work must be planned to prevent gaps and air spaces 

in the insulation and the insulation must not be walked upon during the 

course of the work. 

distance between beams 

too small 

gap 

\ 
irregular spacing between 

roof i trusses often leads to 
I 

distance between beams too 

large 

gaps between insulation and 

beams 

air channel 

if the insulation thickness is not 

adapted to the dimensions of the 

roof trusses, air channels can easily 

occur. 

trodden down insulation 

so that they reach at least to the upper edge of the roof truss beams (figure 

20). 

}fatting is often laid at right angles to the sub-frames of the roof trusses, 

- an acceptable practice; but the insulation must be carried out so that 

no air channels are produced between the matting and the underlying sheets 

of mineral wool. 

It is also important to plan the insulation work so that the insulation 

is not walked or trampled upon unnecessarily. This of ten causes damage 

to the insulation material and inadequate filling of the space. Likewise, 

in the case of roof joist structures, it is important to avoid routing 

electrical installations in the insulation layer. Such installations 

often give rise to a number of unintentional air channels in which air 

can flow so that the insulation properties are seriously jeopardised (figure 

21). 



Figure 18. An example of the difficulty in fitting insulation adjacent 

to electric cables. 

These make-up bits are. furthermore. discarded pieces from earlier 

cutting work and are often damaged. Another example of insulation 

forced into position is when electricians affix junction boxes and 

nail wooden blocks in position for attaching the junction boxes (figure 

18). 

\ 
Cut outs. An alternative to drawing electric cables across the outside 

of insulation is to make channels in the insulation layer. This 

is seldom carried out satisfactorily. Often the result is quite inferior. 

When insulating joist structures there are also several important rules 

to follow. The spacing between the joists should be very carefully measured 

to exclude unnecessary gaps and spaces between roof trusses and sheets of 

insulation. The insulation products used are normally suited to a distance 

between roof-trusses of 1200 mm. In order to avoid gaps adjacent to roof 

trusses, they should be jointed with nail plates. Making joints with laths 

and nails invariably leads to gaps and spaces with inferior insulation as 

a result (figure 19). Roof joist structures are often insulated using 

several layers where the uppermost layer is usually insulated with paper-

covered insulation matting. In such cases it is important that the bottom 

layer of mineral wuul sheel:.ing is sufficiently thick, 

Figure 19. The left hand diagram shows a construction where the support 

column for the roof truss is nailed to the outside of the joist. Furthermore 

the roof joist is jointed. Such measures often lead to gaps and spaces 

in the insulation. Joints made with nail plates, as illustrated in the 

right hand diagram, often provide a better insulated joist structure. 

air gap 

.. nail plates 
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Summarising, the conditions for attaining good thermal insulation in a 

construction are: 

A carefully considered constructional design with comprehensive drawings 

(figure 22). 

\ 
Suitable positioning of services, preferably outside the insulation 

layer. 

Suitable choice of materials. Nowadays there are insulation products 

which are tailor-made for practically every purpose and which facilitate 

satisfactory work on site. 

Figure 21. Electrical installations in joist structures and external walls 

often create air channels. For this reason cables should not be laid 

in the insulation layer. 

. .: 
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Suitable method of working. The work procedure should be considered 

and indicated, as should the method for insulation work, at the drawing 

and planning stages. 

Training and information. Only proper knowledge of how insulation 

functions can create the right conditions for satisfactory work in 

practice. \ 

Figure 22. An example of well planned and executed insulation work. 
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Mineral Wool 

For a long time mineral wool has been used as a "sealing material" in joints. 

However its primary function is thermal insulation. During the last few 

years, several ready made mineral wool products have been developed for 

improving airtightness. This has been achieved by containing the mineral 

wool inside different types of plastic film. Sealing systems have been 
~ 

developed for different purposes. The commonest products and systems 

are: 

"Sealing Fibre" - used between breast timbers and foundations as 

well as between construction elements. The system comprises mineral 

wool strips packed in plastic film. 

"Jointing Fibre" used between walls and frames. This system com-

prises a strip with an external plastic film coating. 

Mineral Wool Packing - is quite often used for sealing joints but 

its primary function is thermal insulation and it should be supple

mented with a T strip or jointing compound on the inside in order 

to achieve good airtightness. 

Polyurethane Foam (PU Foam) 
/ 

Polyurethanes are a group of polymers which are produced when isocyanates 

react with polyalchohols. There are a number of variations. By differing 

the manufacturing process, expanding polyurethanes with different properties 

can be produced. The product can be made rigid or soft. The cells can 

be made open or closed. The material's natural colour is a weak yellow-

grey, but a number of dyes are used. 

Rigid expanded polyurethanes can be used as thermal insulation material. 

Excellent thermal insulation can be achieved when the closed cells are 

filled with a high molecular gas (e.g. freon). The material has a further 

advantage in that the use of transportable machines and tubes can expand 

the material on the actual building site. Self expanding polyurethanes 

can be produced with open cells. 

absorbtion. 

Such materials have very good acoustic 

The commonest PU Foams available today, which are used for air and vapour 

sealing are of a single component type, e.g. BPA 100 and EG Foam. The 

.. 
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Joints - Materials 

and Construction 

Materials for sealing joints 

EPDM 

Ethylenepropene rubber is built up of a copolymer with 60-70% ethylene, 

30-40% propene (EPM) and usually a third monomer, e.g.' 1.4 hexadiene (EPDM) 

which provides double linkage for vulcanisation. Thanks to good resistance · 

to weather, wind, ozone, hot water, fumes, acids and alkalis, the material 
i 

is now used instead of chloroprene for jointing and glazing strips in facades. 

The type of polymers used in rubber are called elastomers. After cross 

linkage between the molecular chains, (a process called vulcanisation), 

these substances produce rubber, a material capable of being deformed to 

a considerable degree and after unloading being able to resume its original 

form almost completely. Apart from the polymer, rubber comprises fillers, 

usually carbon black, a vulcanising medium as well as other additives. 

Sulphur or one of the organic sulphur compounds is usually used as a vul

canising medium. When the vulcanising medium is heated during the final 

production process, (vulcanisation), the elastomer converts from a thermo-

plastic mass to an elastic rubber. In physical term~ this means the formation 

of a limited number of strong cross-linkages, which prevent the general 

movement of the molecules but allows local segments of molecules to change 

form (e.g. stretch) and move. 

are made of this material. 

A number of profiles for. sealing strips 

The commonest EPDM sealing strips which are used today for air and vapour 

sealing are: 

S Strip - e.g. when jointing between a breast timber and foundation 

plate (foundation wall) and when jointing construction elements. 

T Strip - When jointing between walls and frames. 

Tubular Strip - When jointing between window frames and surrounds. 

V Strip - When jointing between window frames and surrounds. 

Sealing strips and sealing problems between window frames and surrounds as 
0 

well as between doors and door stiles are treated by HHglund and Wanggren (1979). 



main area of application for jointing foam, seen from a sealing aspect, 

is for jointing around trabeation sections, adjoining the structure of 

the building and for sealing joints around windows, doors, etc. · pu Foam 

also has a thermal insulating function in the joint. 

During application on the building site ~he foam leaves the spray nozzle 
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with a creamy consistency, rapidly expands up to approximately 15 times 

its volume and hardens during contact with moisture in the air or in water. 

(Polyurethane is a thcrmoGctting plastic.) The hardening of the foam is 
. . 

initiated by the surrounding moisture. 

cured after one day. 

The material is almost completely 

When the foam is correctly used, it is suffi~iently elastic to tolerate 

a movement of ± 10% of the gap width, and this must naturally be considered 

when forming joints. 

As of 1979-07-01, freon may not be used as a propellent for polyurethane 

foam by order of the Swedish Production Control Board. Dispensation will 

be granted for foam which is used for joint sealing in buildings. Other 

propellents must be used where dispensation is not granted. As a result 

of this it is uncertain whether the properties of polyurethane foam for 

joint sealing can be maintained at the current high level. 

Jointing Compounds 

Jointing compounds or joint sealing compounds refer to products whose main 

function is to produce a sealant and, in certain cases, an adhesive between 

construction elements. The purpose is to prevent water; air and impurities 

from penetrat~ng and passing through the joint. Sealing compounds are 

usually viscous, paste-like compounds which contain polymer binders, fillers, 

solvents and, in certain cases, pigment. The binder may be based on polymers 

of the same type used in certain thermosetting resins, thermoplastics and 

rubber or can comprise special polymers. 

When jointing compounds are used for air and vapour sealing they shall be 

applied inside the joint, as near to the warm side as possible. From the 

point of view of water vapour transport it is particularly important that 

the joint is not vapour-tight on the outside towards the cold side. Jointing 

compounds for air sealing are used between frames and walls, where veranda 

sections pass through walls and under door threshholds. These materials 

can also provide a suitable substitute for other sealing materials where 

the latter are difficult to apply • .. 

•. 
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It should be noted that it may be difficult to paint and wallpaper on top 

of certain types of jointing compound. 

Other sealing applications require jointing compounds with different charac

teristics with regard to forming properti~s, i.e. greater or lesser elasticity 

(rubber-like characteristics) or plasticity (with residual deformation 

after loading). The manufacturers of elastic jointing compound products 

usually set the limit for elongation allowed after compression, without 

residual deformation, to at least 25%. This is of particular importance 

for the construction and forming of the joint. 
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Ageing in materials 

For airtightness requirements to be satisfactory during the life of buildings, 

there must be good resistance to ageing in the joint sealing materials used, 

or the design of the joints must be such that they can be maintained easily. 

Materials whose resistance to ageing is of J>l:'imary importance from the point 

of view of sealing are polyurethane foam, EPDM rubber and jointing compounds. 

Furthermore the ageing properties of the plastic films used for covering 

mineral wool are of great importance. Another group of materials is tapes 

and tape adhesives whose ageing properties can hardly be called well documentedo 

However these are of lesser importance. 

When compared with the accepted life of a house, all these materials have 

been used during a relatively short period. Products are developed con-

tinually and compositions change. The experience gained from the long 

term use of material, in what can be called natural climates, is thus very. 

limited. Test methods for accelerated ageing are inadequately developed. 

Often only one or a few properties are studied in accelerated laboratory 

tests. Knowledge about newer materials' resistance to ageing is therefore 

very limited and considerable research efforts are necessary. It is also 

important that material manufacturers provide their materials wi th correct 

merchandise descriptions. Far too many sealing products are sold under 
I 

anonymous advertising names. 

Field trials carried oµt so far on polyurethane foam refer to 2-component 

foam since single-component foam has not been commercially available for 

a sufficient length of time. One of the best documented investigations 

has been carried out in Germany by Dr. Grunau and indicates a service life 

of approximately 10 years for 2-component polyurethane (Swedish Trade Journal, 

The Master Builder Nos. 7-8 1976). If these investigations are correct 

then the result indicates the importance of constructing polyurethane-insulated 

joints so that the joint can be resealed without too much work on the building. 

The main purpose of the German research project has been to assess the average 

service life of sealing materials used in older buildings. Sealing material 

~ i! material used for sealing joints according to the definition in German 
. ~-

Standard DIN 18540. Investigations have also been carried out to see how 

the environment affects the life of sealing materials. 

~ .. ~ 
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Table 4 shows the service life of different materials. Polysulphide materials 

have been tested the longest. In this case it is possible to expect a 

service life of more than 20 years assuming that the necessary planning~ 

composition and processing has been complfed with. This does not exclude 

the possibility 
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Table 4. The expected service life of different sealing materials. This 

is assuming that the material is correctly produced, is fully processed 

and is not subjected to excess loading within its area of application. 

The figures given for the calculated service lives can be considered the 

Type of sealing Documented test Calculated Continual loading, 
::--

material period, years set;-vice life, per cent of joint 

years width 

Polysulphide 16 22 20 

Silicon rubber 8 15 20 

Polyurethane 7 10 5-10 

Butyl rubber 13 15 3 

Acrylic plastic 13 15 5 

7 15 10 

that the sealing material can have an even longer service life under these 

conditions than the extrapolated value of 22 years based on experience in 

USA and Canada. 

Many years' experience of other putty-like sealing materials and other experience 

during the last decades indicates that the service lives of these materials 

are short. The investigations referred to relate primarily to sealing 
/ 

materials around windows and in joints between outer wall elements where 

the joint sealing material is applied near to the outside and which can 

thus be affected by the outdoor climate. Jointing (airtightening) is often 

best carried out on the structure's inner surfaces where the joint sealing 

material is better protected. In such cases, the service life of the joint 

sealing material can be longer than that indicated in Table 4. 

"Durability and ageing in Sealing compounds" has also been studied by BurstrBm 

(1977). He treats the fundamental ageing factors' effect on the deformation 

characteristics of jointing compounds. The ageing factors investigated 

are temperature, moisture, alkalis, UV light and ozone. Furthermore the 

effect of natural ageing, i.e. the effect of a natural climate, in combination 

with forced joint width variations has been studied. 

The ageing factor which has been found to have the most significant effect 

on the deformation properties of jointing compounds is temperature. At the 

same time it can be deduced that the effects of heat storage differs from material 



I. 

to external joints but is equally relevant for internal joints which primarily 

have an air sealing function. 

The ageing effects on EPDM rubber strips are currently being studied (1978) 

by A Jergling at the Chalmers University of !echnology. Preliminary results 

indicate that ageing effects after approximately 30 years are more evident in 

chloroprene strips than in EPDM strips. 

Air Leakage in Joints - Test Results 

The following illustrates some of the results from field trials on the airtightness 

of j~ints. 

When constructing the new Riksbankshuset in Stockholm, stringent requirements 

for airtightness in joints around window sections were demanded. BPA's jointing 

foam was used as a sealant for the joints. The airtightness of the joints 

was tested according to a prescribed method. (Inspection was carried out by 

Sven Tyren AB). 

No leaks were discovered when testing at a partial vacuum of 800Pa. Neither 
' ,\ 

was any leakage discovered in a 4 year-old joint when subjected to a similar 
/ 

test. 

Joints around windows, sealed with Gullfiber's sealing strip 5087 and Gullfiber's 

jointing fibre 1610 were also tested by Sven Tyren AB. Measurements were carried 

out on the inside of the joints which were subjected to partial vacuum. In 

both cases, air leakage was discovered at an early stage along the joints around 

the windows. A.significant partial vacuum was used during the test. This 

was motivated by stringent airtightness requirements. 

Comparable investigations of joint sealing systems at foundation cross ties 

The following alternative procedures for cross tie sealing have been tested 

using an IR Camera (Axen and Pettersson, 1977): 

Alternative 1 Cross tie sealing with mineral wool strips, Gullfiber's 

cross tie insulation 5137. 

Alternative 2 Cross tie sealing with Gullfibers joint sealing system 

1610 "Jointing Fibre". 

'· 



to material. It is therefore impossible to give a general relationship between 

accelerated ageing in heat and natural ageing for different types of jointing 

compounds. However the relationship has been outlined in the report for two 

types of jointing compound. 

. . ~ . 

BurstrHm states quite clearly that knowledge of the ageing properties of jointing 
I 

compounds is very limited. Bearing this in mind, consideration during ~ 

planning stage will facilitate future jointing work. The advice refers primarily 
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Alternative 3 Cross tie sealing with single-component polyurethane 

foam, BPA Jointing Foam 100. 

Alternative 4 Cross tie sealing with EPDM rubber strips, Rockwool's 

S strip 8445. 
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Sealing alternatives 1, 2 and 3 were fitted and tested in three storey multi

family houses of similar construction built in the same area in Skellefteg. 

Thermography was carried out at the following times: 

During the final inspection. 

Approximately 12 months after the final inspection. 

Tests have been carried out on two different projects with regard to alterna

tive 4, Rockwool's EPDM rubber cross tie sealing. 

Constructional and procedural aspects: 

Different joint sealing systems demand different working methods. When se~ling 

cross ties with mineral wool strips and EPDM rubber strips respectively, it 

is assumed that the cross ties press on the strips along the whole of their 

length. For this a carefully smoothed surface and small tolerances when set-

ting concrete slabs are required. 

Sealing cross
1
ties with "Jointing Fibre" and polyurethane foam respectively 

I 

requires that the cross tie be blocked up since a space for the joint is required. 

When using the "Jointing Fibre" system, exact jointing dimensions are required 

if a satisfactory result is to be achieved but significantly larger tolerances 

can be accepted when using polyurethane foam. 

Results and comments: 

Alternative 1 Cross tie insulation strips of mineral wool placed straight under 

the cross tie often give rise to considerable recurrent air leak

age at the floor foundation, particularly if the edge of the 

joist structure is uneven. The air movements measured varied 

considerably depending on the pressure difference across the 

construction. When carrying out control measurements 12 months 

after the final inspection, it was observed that air leakage 

had increased. All the houses investigated gave this result 

(figure 23a). 

~. .·' 
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Alternative 2 Gullfiber's Jointing fibre system generally provided satisfactory 

results. In isolated cases a certain amount of air leakage 

was observed. When measure4 12 months after the final inspec-

tion, the result was usually unchanged. However, it is poss!-

ble to assume, with good reason, that sealing adjacent to dis

tance blocks is less satisfactory using this method (figure 23b). 

Alternative 3 Investigations showed that polyurethane foam-filled joints gener-

______ _al.ly- prilvi ded satisfactory -results~- --Be-t-h--se-al-i-ag--and- insulating- ------

values were satisfactory~ In a few isolated places, a blister 

had developed in the material which gave rise to a small amount 

of air leakage. The results of measurements carried out 12 

months later remained satisfactory {figure 23c). 

I 
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cross tie insulation made up 

mineral wool strips 

the cross tie presses on the 

mineral wool strips 

straight mineral wool 

strips 

the cross tie must be 

supported 

folded plastic-coated glass 

fibre strip 

significant risk of air leakage risk of leakage points around 

blocks 

polyurethane foam 

the cross tie must be blocked up 

I 

exact joint dimensions are 

necessary for satisfactory 

function 

EPDM rubber strip "' 
the cross tie presses on the strip 

airtightness is usually good airtightness is good if the concrete 

surf ace is carefully smoothed 

Figure 23. Cross tie sealing. 

a. Sealing with cross tie insulation strips of mineral wool. 

b. Sealing with "Jointing Fibre". 

c. Sealing with polyurethane foam. 

d. Sealing with EPDM rubber strips. 

Alternative 4 Joint sealing with cross tie insulation of EPDM rubber gave sat-

40 

isfactory results during tests. It can be seen that the results 

are comparable with those of alternative 2. When inspected 

12 months after the first inspection, no significant change in 

the function was observed (figure 23d). 



c. Seaiing with BPA Jointing foam 100. This provides good airtightness if 

the joint is wider than approx. 7mm. Special procedures with regard to pre-

cipitation may often be necessary when using certain facade materials or if 

the house is in an exposed position. The figures do not illustrate this case. 
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Comparable inspections of joint sealing systems around window and door sections 

(joints between frames and walls) 

The following alternative methods (figure 24) of joint sealing around window 

and door sections were tested with the aid 1of an IR Camera: 

Alternative I Gullfiber's packing strip type 5097 (50 mm wide) single, unfolded. 

Alternative 2 Gullfiber's system 1610, Jointing Fibre. 

AlteruaLlve 3 Joint insulation with single-component polyurethane foam, BPA 

Jointing foam 100. 

facade cladding 

a 

I 
' 

facade cladding 

b 

facade cladding 

c 

airtightness of ten inferior 

mineral wool strips (packing) 

isolated leakage around blocks, 

otherwise good ~irtiehtness if the 

joint 15 5mm overall 

polythene coated glass fibre strip 

uncoated glassfibre strip 

airtightness is usually good if the 

joint is wider than approx 7mm 

BPA Jointing Foam 100 

Figure 24. Sealing around windows. 

a. Sealing with mineral wool strips. Airtightness is often inadequate. 

b. Sealing with Gullfiber's Jointing Fibre 1610. Isolated leakage often occurs 

around blocks. - Airtightness is otherwise good if the overall joint is 15 ±15mm. 



Alternative 3 Sealing joints with single-component polyurethane foam provided 

good sealing even near blocks and corners. The sealant exhi

bited good adhesion to adjacent materials (with the exception 

of polyethylene foil). The results remained unchanged at the 
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' different inspection times• ' The whole of the jointed depth 
I 

between frame and wall should not be filled with foam. A few 

centimeters of the external section of the joint can be left 

unfilled to facilitate drying of the timber. 

·- . 



In all cases the joint thicknesses were 15 ± Smm. Furthermore the joints 

were "open" outwards. Only a bevelled strip has covered the joint on the 

outside. Joint sealing systems 1-3 were £ltled and tested both in certain 

sections of similar 3-storey multi-family houses in the same area i~ Skellefteg, 

and in two, 3-storey, similar multi-family houses all in the same area in 

Lysekil. 

I 

With the exception of alternative 3, the investigations were all carried 

out at the following times: 

During the final inspection. 

Approximately 2 months after the final inspection. 

Approximately 12 months after the final inspection. 

Results and comments: 

Alternative l The function of joints sealed with simple, non-folded packing 

strips was usually inadequate. Air leakage occurred to 

a relatively large extent and recurred to var ying degrees 

along extensive sections of joints between window frames 

and wall sections. Air movemeul al Lhe po inti:> of air leak'.'1ge 

varied depending upon the respective pressure difference 

I across the construction. During inspections, two and twelve 

months respectively after the final inspection, a significant 

deterioration of airtightness had occurred compared with 

the check after the final inspection. (The function of this 

joint sealant could be improved considerably if supplemented 

with an internal jointing compound which then constitutes 

the actual air seal.) 

Alternative 2 When measuring joints sealed with Gullfiber's Joint Sealing 

sy,stem "Joint Fibre" a mainly satisfactory result was observed 

during the final inspection. Adjacent to blocks and corners, 

where the packing strip was not continual, a certain amount 

of air leakage was however observed. The erection method for 

the frame ,,has a considerable effect on the sealing result. 

The use of adjustment screws instead of blocks and nails 

allows the mineral wool strips to be positioned either side 

of the screw. In this way complete strips can be used to 

a great extent. The risk of isolated leakage should therefore 

be reduced. Unchanged results were obtained when checking 

two and twelve months respectively after the final inspection. 



b. The insulation lies beneath the concrete slab. 

\ 

j ' 

' 
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The Construction of Joints 

Joints at Cross Ties 

Joints between edge beams/joist structures at cross ties are a "coarse cold 

bridge". It is therefore important that both air sealing and thermal insulation 

between cross ties and foundation slabs/joist structu~es be carried out with 
\ 

suitable material and accurately. The following materials and methods are 

recommended bearing in mind the test results, discusseq earlier, obtained by 

thermography, pressure testing and point leakage measurement: 

F.PDM Rubber Strip, e.g. Rockwool's S strip. The strip is stapled to the 

cross-tie before fitting. This method requires the concrete slab to be 

very smooth in order to achieve adequate airtightness. 

Plastic coated mineral wool, e.g. Gullfiber's Sealing Fibre. The mineral 

wool is best stapled to the cross tie before fitting. A smooth concrete 

slab or a pre-smoothed brick block is also necessary in this case to ac

hieve an airtight joint. 

Polyurethane Foam. The foam is injected between the slab and the cross

tie. The minimum joint space is approx. 7mm but the joint width should 

preferably be approx. 20mm. This method of sealing joints is particularly 

suitable for blocked-up cross ties and blocked-up trabeation sections where 

relatively large tolerances can be accepted. The method is less suitable 

where construction elements are placed directly on smoothed concrete sur

faces since there is no jointing space in such cases. 

In the case of floors where the upper sides of blocks are insulated, airtight

ness can be ensured by drawing the plastic foil from the inside of external 

walls past the slab to be jointed - cross tie and out across the floor (figure 

25a). 

The corresponding procedure, where the insulation lies under the concrete slab, 
' is illustrated in figure 25b. 

Figure 25. Positioning plastic foil on floors. 

a. The insulation lies on the upper surface of the concrete slab. 



Joints for Concrete Building Elements 

Considerable research has been carried out into the design of joints adjacent 

to facades (near the cold inside surface). The prime function of these 

joints has been to provide a seal against precipitation and wind. In such 

cases it is necessary to differentiate between high/large buildings and 

low/small- houses, where the effects of climate such as heavy rain, wind, 

running water etc. on the facade are considerably greater on high buildings. 

In the following, stress is placed on how airtightness -.is achieved in joints 
,\ 

and possible complications. The method of producing joints to ensure good 

airtightness in concrete and porous concrete elements is in most cases relatively 

simple. Blomsterberg (1976), shows that existing technology applied to 

concrete elements in single-family dwellings satisfies the current practice 

recommendations of 3.0 changes/h (figure 26). Currently (1978) there are 

no investigations which indicate whether the recommendations can be fulfilled 

for high buildings using current applied technology. 

Investigatio~s reviewed in "Joints in concrete element facades" (Andersson, 

1972) and the author's work from site visits and interviews indicate that: 

During "long term" projects better workmanship is achieved the longer 

the project continues. 

Air change rate, changes/h 

.6 

5 Requirements in SBC77.07.0l-78.06.30 

4 

3 78.07.01 

2 

1 

concrete element houses 

houses with chipboard elements 

wooden-framed houses (built on site) 

Figure 26. Air change r~tes in a number of single-family houses with an indoor -

outdoor pressure difference of 50 Pa (Blomsterberg 1976). Concrete houses 

exhibit relatively good airtightness. 
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Quite often, work supervisors cannot differentiate between different sealing 

compounds and delegate the responsibility for this to the workers. Product 

wacklng needs to be improved and supplemented with merchandise declarations. 

Sealing compound manufacturers' knowledge about how airtightness is achieved 

is often inadequate. Unsuitable recommendations are not uncommon. 

\ 
Damage as a result of badly-constructed element joints occurs to a consider-

able extent. 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this experience with regard to air

tightness of joints between concrete elements when using sealing compounds. 

Knowledge of constituent building materials, sealing compounds and the requirements 

for a construction to function is relatively good but not sufficiently widespread. 

The following is necessary, in the short to ensure correctly-made joints using 

jointing com?ounds: 

Inspection (e.g. according to the proposal made by K-A Andersson, 1972). 

Training of special sealing technicians thus avoiding the first part of 

each building stage being inferior as a result of new staff being given 

the job each time. However the task should not be more complicated than 

that which can be carried out by a normal building worker. 

New design of internal joints so that jointing compounds can be added or 

replaced. Bearing in mind ageing in jointing compounds, joints should 

be prepared for future changes and maintenance during newbuilding. In 

other words joints should be easily accessible. 

Correct joint construction bearing in mind joint widths, tolerances and 

jointing material. 

The most suitable method of ensuring the joint's function is to carry out external 

sealing using the 2-stage principle for wind and rain sealing. This means 

that the joint is provided with a means of pressure balancing, draining and 

ventilation. A couple of examples of possible reasons for damage illustrate 

this: 



If the internal air seal between concrete-porous concrete elements; is produced 

by cementing or by the use of a smooth bonding surface, the joint can crack 

as a result of movement in the framework. Combined with faults in external 

sealing, this can allow penetration of moisture/water as a result of capillary 

action as well as undesirable air leakage. 1 This is further amplified by wind 

loading on the facade. 

It is also possible to imagine a non-functioning joint, from the point of view 

of rain/wind, but where the airtight layer is intact. 
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Figure 27. Example of a two-stage seal in joints between concrete elements 

according to a building detail sheet from the Norwegian Building Research Insti-

tute. 

case. 

Sealing strip .A in the vertical joint functions as a rain seal in this 

Behind this there is a ventilated air space which has a pressure balan-

cing and draining function. In the horizontal joint the function of the rain 

seal is assumed by the dropnose, threshhold and plate. The outer sealing com-

pound B with the bottom strip is the true air seal and the inner jointing compound 

C with the bottom strip is the air and vapour seal. The external strip A will 

probably need to be changed on several occasions during the life of the house 

because of its exposed position. Sealing compound C will probably need to 

be changed as well and for this reason the internal joints should be made accessible. 

horizontal joint vertical joint 

Bearing in mind that the joint is not well drained and the material in the wall 
I 

and joist construction exhibits a capillary characteristic, moisture/water can 

penetrate joints and cause problems despite the internal airtightness. 

The design of joints between concrete elements is, in our opinion, specific 

with respect to manufacturer and object. Some examples of solutions are shown 

in figure 27 and the design of an element joint according to the 2-stage sealing 

principle is recommended by the Norwegian Building Research Institute. Exp er-

ience of joint design according to the single-stage sealing principle is unsatis

factory in many cases. 

Single-family dwellings built of wooden-construction building elements. 

The deciding factor for airtightness in single-family dwellings made of struc-
, 

tural elements is the design of the joints between the different elements. 

'· 
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A number of different variations and solutions are employed. Each manufacturer 

has his own solutions for element joints and connections. Many solutions do 

not inspire confidence when inspected. Airtightness probably varies to a con-

siderable degree according to the accuracy and care in assembly at the actual 
I 

work place. Documentation on resulting airtightness is limited. Gusten and 
~ 

Johansson (1978) have however published results from a relatively large number 
I 

of measurements made on one type of mass-produced prefabricated house. The 

air change rate measured in these houses, at a pressure difference of 50 Pa, 

is often greater than the recommended value of 3.0 changes/h in SBC 1975. 

The houses were however built before the stated recommendations came into force. 
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Figure 28. Vertical · element joints, designed by LB-hus AB. The sealing strips 

are factory fitted on edge beams of wall elements. The plastic foil is folded 

towards the edge beam, and past guidance strips where fitted. 

shield is jointed with tape. 

"Tetofol" wind 

sealing strips 

Overlapping windshield 

of "Tetofol" 

5mm drainage gap 

fluted wire nails 

125x40c, 600mm apart 

The following examples illustrate design solutions applied: 

Vertical element joints, designed by LB-hus AB (figure 28). Vertical joints 

between wall elements are sealed with rubber strips. The elements are 

supplied with plastic foil which has an overlap. This overlap is folded 

during assembly in over the edge beams and is clamped with the aid of fac-
! 

tory fitted rubber strips. "Tetofol" wind shield is overlapped and taped. 

A limited clamping effect is achieved by the external wood panel mounted 

directly onto the wind shield without an air gap. 

Joint between outer wall-joist structure above creep spaces according to 

LB-hus AB (figure 29). Cross-tie sealing is achieved with EPDM rubber 

strips supplemented with careful application of both windshield and vapour 

barrier according to instructions. 

Joint between roof elements for a dormer house designed by Modulent AB 

(figure 30). Airtightness is achieved in that the plastic foil overlap 

on each element is rolled together and folded into the joint between ele-

men ts. Thermal insulation in the joint is made up of mineral wool strips. 
' Wind protection is achieved with "Tetofol" strips rolled into the joint. 

Hj~ltevadshus (figure 31) use a somewhat unconventional solution for ele

ment joints in that the internal plastic foil is fitted on site when the 

service installations have been carried out. Apart from using a complete 



internal foil, tightness is achieved using joint strips of expanded poly

ethylene with closed cells. During tests, the solution has shown to pro

vide good airtightness despite the fact that narrow strips of foil have 

been used. 

Hjliltevadshus' solution of jointing between outer wall elements and joist 

construction elements above access areas (figure 32). Even in this case, 

airtightness is achieved by overlapping plastic foil fitted on site. 

Airtightness is increased by using jointing strips of polythene with closed 

cells (EP220). 
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Tetofol strip is affixed 

against and over the joist 

structure edge before fitting 

the sealing strip 

I , 

EPDM (80xl0) sealing strip 

stapled to the joist structure 

element. 

0.15mm diffusion-sealed plastic foil 
~ 

is placed in the floor socket and is 
\ 

clamped alternately with the plastic foil 

from the wall element. 

Figure 29. Joining an outer wall-joist structure 

above access spaces or cellars (LB-hus AB). 
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22mm fibreboard 

300mm_ "Tetofol strip" fitted on a 

board on each element, rolled to 

nrnvi ilP ;:i fnl 1 !':P::tl • i;;--·--- -- ---- ------

50x70mm packing strip (3) 

plastic foil 

approx. 200rum overlap from 

each element rolled to provide 

a complete seal. 

lOmm board strip 

13mm plasterboard 

spacer batten 12x44mm 

in each area. 

125 + 125mm 

mineral wool 

4.5mm roofing board 

Figure 30. Joints between roof elements for a dormer house (Modulent AB). 

Figure 31. Element joints, designed by Hjliltevadshus. Wind paper is folded 

over the jointing batten and is clamped between this and the covering plank. 

The plastic foil is not mounted on the outside wall element until the necessary 

conduits are fitted for electrical and h & v installations. Plastic foil is 

fitted to inner walls behind outer walls before the inner wall element is fitted. 

The holes in the plastic foil necessary for electrical junction boxes a~e not 

made until the plasterboard sheets are fitted and the plastic foil is securely 

clamped between the wood panel and the plasterboard. The diameter of the holes 

to be cut is the same as the inner diameter of the junction boxes. 

strip EP220 is made of expanded polyethylene. 

Jointing 

15x45 and 15 x 22 mm respectively 

jointing battens are nailed to all joints 

windpaper, factory-fitted. 

double rows of 

EP220 jointing strip, 

factory-fitted. 

plastic foil 
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Figure 32. Joining an outer wall element - joist structure (Hj~ltevadshus). 

Sealing fibre 1651 for cross tie insulation is a Gullfiber strip covered with 

thin polyethylene foil. The c~oss-tie must not be blocked up if good sealing 

is to be achieved. 

I 

so 

400 mm wide plastic film, 

clamped between bottom cross 

ties and floor chipboard and 

folded up at least lSOmm on 

the external wall element 

mineral wool strips 

jointing strip EP220 

SOmm mineral wool 

plastic foil, stapled to the 

wall cross tie's upper side 

and folded out over the 

foundation wall edge 

sealing fibre 1651 
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Figure 33. Different framework designs. 

simple beam tandem beam 

crossed horizontal beams 

either on the inside or outside 

of the vertical load-bearing beams 

be avoided as far as possible. 

Different wooden wall frame designs affect the cutting and fitting of sheet 

materials. 

External Sheet Material 

Frameworks with external horizontal beams 

f 

This construction is built with most of the sheet material on the outside. 

This means tha~ vertical joints are not supported and this can jeopardise the 

function of the wind shield. The framework must be supplemented in order to 

support sheet joints which in turn means that the sheets need to be cut to a 

greater extent. 
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Wooden structures 

The construction of frameworks for external walls 

The requirements for thermal insulation in SBC 1975 often demand insulation 

thicknesses greater than 150mm in wooden walls. This often means that thermal 

insulation, in practice, is divided into two or more layers. 
\ 

It is of course 

possible to use a single layer of insulation, but this leads to difficulties 

in correct assembling and several layers should therefore be used. 

The division of the insulation layer can be suitably combined with a division 

of the framework into several layers. Framework timber with a thickness of 

150 mm or more can be more expensive per mm than 150 mm divided into 100 + 50 

mm, for example. The difference becomes greater for greater insulation thick-

nesses. Several different designs for frameworks are possible. These alter-

natives can be further sub-divided bearing in mind the positioning of wind pro

tection and air sealing funcllurn:;. 

If further insulation thicknesses are required (for example in the case of 

stringent insulation requirements based on calculated profi tabilit_y, severe 

climate etc.), three frameworks may be necessary. Such designs can be ca.rried 

out in different ways with regard to wind protection and air sealing functions. 

The distance between framework members with regard to sheet material and insu

lation design. 

There is a strong feeling that the distance between framework members should 

be a consistent 600mm. Sheet material used as a windshield and covering often 

has a standard width of 1200mm. Experience has also clearly shown that by 

careful planning, a distance between framework members of 600rnm can be consis-

tently maintained. A few cuts are however necessary. The format of insulation 

material is adapted to a spacing distance between framework members of 600mm. 

Whole pieces facilitate good insulation procedures. Faults are far more common 

when the insulation material must be cut. From the point of view of insulation, 

it is also important to use as few framework members are possible since these 

cohstitute cold bridges; Extra wooden framework members should therefore 



: 

Frameworks with external vertical beams 

In order to provide sufficient attachment for the sheet material at the corners, 

"joining" the sheets in the middle of the last upright member should be avoided 

the whole of it should be covered. Two different alternatives are possible 

in order to avoid waste: 

In the case of a spacing distance between framework members of 600mm, the 

whole sheet can be used beginning from the second framework member from 

one corner. In the last frame the sheet is cut so that it stretches past 

the corner beam (last framework member). A certain amount of waste is 

unavoidable. If the number of frames is even, the system functions "auto-

matically", but if there is an odd number of beams, an extra cut is neces

sary since the width of sheets is normally 1200 mm (figure 34, alternative 

a). 

A distance between framework members at corners can be limited to 450 mm. 

This means however that mineral wool sheets need to be cut. The method 

can also be applied to mineral wool sheets with an air perviousness 
3 2 O.lm /m h Pa, e.g. facade cladding mounted on a simple framework (figure 

34 alternative b) 

Internal she1'et material 

Frameworks with internal vertical framework members 

By displacing the wall sections to a very limited extent, the sheets can be 

used to the whole extent of their width (no cutting). Without displacement, 

a certain amount will be lacking at corners, and make-up bits will become necessary. 

Frameworks with internal horizontal framework members 

Normally the sheets need to be cut. 

Normal wooden-framed walls 

The fundamental design of a simple framework of wood is illustrated in figure 

35. Insulation thicknesses of up to 150 mm are used in this case. Observe 

the actual insulation procedure. If the insulation is made up of a single 

layer, there is a risk that the insulation might be deformed and not fill out 



the whole space between the wooden framework members (figure 17). By dividing 

the insulation into several layers, the risk should be considerably less (figure 

36). Make sure however that air gaps between sheets of mineral wool do not occur 

when using this assembly procedure. 
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Figure 35. The basic design for a common wooden-framed wall. 

facade cladding 

air gap 

windshield 

mineral wool (1 or 2 layers) 
::-

distanc~ between vertical framework 

members, 600nun 

vapour shield/air seal 

internal covering 

Figure 36. A division of the insulation layer reduces the risk of deformation. 

I 
Wooden walls with thick layers of insulation 

Insulation in several layers is best and is, in fact, necessary when the wall's 

thickness is built up using a compound beam, e.g. 45x45mm on a 45xl20mm beam, 

or in the case of crossed framework members. 

Greater wall thicknesses are obtained as well by using a special framework con

struction (and building system) when the Masonite system is applied. Insulation 

must be carried out first adjacent to the web of the beam using relatively rigid 

mineral wool sheets (figure 37). As far as the rest is concerned, the insulation 

work can be carried out as described above. · 

Figure 37. The Masonite design. Insulation must be carried out adjacent 

to . the beam work first using make-up bits of relatively rigid mineral wool sheets. 

The rest of the insulation can be carried out using 2 or 3 layers. This design 

can be seen to be advantageous particularly in the case of greater insulation 

' thicknesses. 

'· 



Figure 34. The distance between framework members adjacent to corners so as 

to use complete sheets of external material where possible and to be able to 

use a consistent distance of 600mm between framework members. 

. ~ 

a. The framework members have been posit~oned so that the sheets adjacent to 
I 

corners must be cut. Whole sheets of insulation material can be used, with 

the exception of the actual corners, using this method. 

b. The distance between framework members has been adapted so that the external 

sheets need not be cut. It means however that the sheets of mineral wool must 

be trimmed to a greater extent with the subsequent risk of inferior insulation 

work. 

.· 
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insulate here first 
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In the case of the wall in figure 38a, the airtight layer (plastic foil) has 

been positioned nearest the interal surface layer. The wall has external hori-

zontal framework members and, on the outside, a windshield of sheet or paper 

material plus an air gap and facade cladding. A windshield of sheet material 

is best. It provides better protection and the risk of damage during building 

time is less. A "porous" quality mineral wool intended for normal wall insu-
' lation can be used. 

In figure 38b the external horizontal framework and the porous mineral wool 

has been replaced by a more rigid mineral wool sheet 

a. internal load-bearing vertical b. internal load-bearing vertical 

c. 

framework with external framework and external mineral 

horizontal framework wool insulation with a windshield 

glued on 

I 

d. 

external vertical load-bearing framework and internal horizontal framework (the 

positioning of the vapour barrier/air seal differentiates the two methods). 

Figure 38. External walls with two insulation layers. Normally the total 

insulation thickness for these types of walls is 145 or 165 mm. 
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Outside corners 

Great care must be taken when constructing corners on external wooden walls. 

The design of corners on external walls w\th internal horizontal frameworks 

results in particularly difficult proble~s. In order to be able to 
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with paper glued on as a windshield. These products are called facade and 

sub-facade sheets. By mounting these mineral wool sheets with the paper against 

the framework members, the sheet is protected during building time. Further-

more the joints will always be clamped against the wooden framework members 

and wind shielding is more easily achieved. 

There are special distance pieces available for mounting wooden facades. Similar

ly there are instructions on how the loads from facades shall be transmitted 

to the wooden framework. 

When the wall is built with an internal horizontal framework (figures 38c-d) 

the airtig~t layer (plastic foil) can either be fitted against the inside surface 

layer or between the vertical and the horizontal framework. The first altern

ative has been commonest to date. 

The advantage of the latter is that any necessary electrical installations can 

be placed in the space between the plastic foil and the internal surface layer. 

The plastic foil can then be fitted without having to make holes. Cutting 

holes can easily jeopardise airtightness. In this situatio~ the foil is better 

protected against damage when making holes in the .internal surface layer i.e. 

when putting up pictures, bookshelves etc. 
! 

In the case of a construction with a "drawn in" plastic foil, special considera

tion must be given to the condensation risk. In theory this is negligible 

as long as the plastic foil is not drawn in more than 1/3 of the wall construe-

tion's total thermal resistance. It is also necessary to observe the thermal-

insulating function of armchairs, book cases, fixed cupboards etc., which, in 

practice, can mean the foil is positioned too far out into the wall. In excep-

tional cases, this could mean a risk of moisture and mould damage in the con

struction. (Research on this is in progress - 1979) 

To achieve the required thermal insulation effect in a construction with three 

separate frameworks (figure 39) it is necessary to plan the assembly work very 

carefully so that negative effects do not result from bad insulation work or 

by allowing unprotected insulation to be damaged by wind, water etc. during 

the building time. It is of the greatest importance to use a construction 

procedure which ensures that framework layer 1 is insulated before framework 

layer 2 is assembled etc. Four different wall alternatives are shown in the 

Figure. 



Figure 39. External walls with 3 layers of insulation. Three layers of insu

lation can also be used · in walls using Masonite frameworks (figure 37). 

a. 3 separate framework systems with 

a windshield of sheet material or 

paper. 

c. a 3 framework system is used but, 

compared with alternative a. the 

plastic foil has been placed between 

the vertical framework members and 
j 

the internal horizontal members. 

The consequence·s of this are 

discussed in the text adjacent to 

figures 38 c-d. 
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b. the external framework has 

been replaced by rigid material 

wool sheets with paper glued on 

as a windshield. 

d. in this design an external rigid 

mineral wool sheet with paper. is 

used in combination with "drawn-'in" 

plastic foil- compare with alt. b and 

c. 

'· 



Figure 40. Corner design for external walls with internal horizontal frameworks. 

Horizontal sections. The internal horizontal frameworks are bevel-cut at the 

corner. If continual support is needed at the corners for the internal sheets, 

angle profiles of plate or possibly paper can be used. 

a. 

b. 

this insulation can seldo~ be inspected and is 

often omitted. 

external wall with drawn-1.n foil 

nail the internal covering in the same horizontal line and to avoid extra ver-
• 

tical framework members at corners, the best way is to bevel~cut the horizontal , 

framework ~embers so that these can be attached at the same height. Electric 

saws are available on most work sites today and therefore bevel sawing should 

present no difficulties. If better support is required for the internal cover

ing at corners, angled profiles of plate (possibly paper) can be used instead 

of extra vertical framework members. 

An extra wooden framework member is normally positioned at external corners 

so that the windshield can be sealed. This means however that a very small 

piece of mineral wool must be fitted in the corner from the outside. Inspec-

tion work has shown that this insulation is often omitted. The extra frame-

work member in the external corner also produces an extra cold bridge. 

can be reduced somewhat by using a smaller framework member. 
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alternative position for angle profile of steel 

vertical framework member for mounting sheet 

a b 

Airtightness is ensured if the plastic foii is not joined at the actual corner 

but is drawn past it and jointed at some distance from . the corner. 

External walls with drawn-in foils (figure 40b) amount roughly to the same cor

ner design as in figure 40a. 

In the case of an external framework (figure 4la) stability in the construction 

is achieved most simply by nailing into the underlying framework's end wood. 

An "extra" wooden framework member in the corner is unnecessary in this case. 

Note that the insulation at an external corner must be fitted from the outside. 

Figure 4lb shows an alternative which facilitates insulation work at the corner. 

In cases where the external insulation layer comprises rigid mineral wool pro

ducts, e.g. facade sheets, special sealing of the corner is necessary (figure 

42). Strips of thin sheet metal can be used. However the material manufac-

turers claim that sufficient sealing is provided by the rigidity of the sheet. 

I 
Figure 41. 

a. Corner design for an external wall with an external horizontal framework. 

Horizontal section. The external horizontal framework members can be nailed 

to each other at the corner to provide the necessary anchorage. The alternative 

position of the vertical framework member means that the internal sheet is fitted 

using an overlap. The advantage of this is that the insulation can be inspected 

at the actual corner. 

b. Alternative corner design which means that the internal sheets are attached 

at corners against an angle profile. This method facilitates insulation work. 

Figure 42. Corner design for an external wall with internal rigid mineral wool 

sheets. Horizontal section. Strips of sheet metal can be used in order to 

produce better stability in the construction at the external corner. Extra corner 

framework members are normally unnecessary. Note that the outer corner must 

be insulated from the outside before the external mineral wool sheet is fitted. 

It is difficult to check whether this has been carried out. . . 
·:-

·,; 



When covering the external cladding with an external panel, reinforcement of 

the external corner with a vertical 45 x 45 mm member may be necessary. 
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Special seals are recommended for tiled facades etc. A suitable method is to 

combine the seal with a nailing batten when the panel is fitted. 

Figure 43 shows the different alternatives for anchoring corner members using 

as little timber as possible. The method selected depends on the loading, the 

fonn of construction, the working method, adaptabili~y to plan dimensions etc. 

\ 

\ 
Where windshields of sheet materials are used, a wooden member is necessary 

at the external corner so that the sheet material can; be sealed correctly. 

A 45 x 45 mm member should be sufficient but even this makes good insulation 

work difficult (figure 43d). 

using strip steel. 

Better static interaction can be achieved by 

Jointing external walls - load-bearing inner walls 

Figure 44 shows a wall with an internal vertical load-bearing wooden framework 

with an external framework and, as an alternative, a wall with paper-covered, 

rigid, mineral wool with an air perviousness of 0.1 m3/m
2

h Pa. 

I - A strip of plastic foil is fitted at the same time as the wooden member to the . 
load-bearing inner wall. The rest of the piastic foil is jointed with this 

strip when the former is fitted at a later stage in the building work. In this 

way the foil is made whole and thus airtightness is ensured. 

A wall with an internal framework is shown in figure 45 - the alternative with 

drawn-in foil. The outer wall foil is fitted before the erection of interme

diate walls. The inner wall framework is nailed to the horizontal framework 

members. No extra wall members are necessary. Using this construction the 

insulation and sealing work on the external wall must be commenced before the 

internal wall can be fitted. 

Principles for jointing frames - walls 

The design of the joint between frame - wall section should permit airtightness 

to be supplemented wher~ necessary. One possibility is to loosen the bevelled 

strips and then carry out additional sealing using sealing compound, polyure-

thane foam or other suitable methods. It is reasonable to assume that the 

sealing material has a shorter service life than the construction as a whole. 

See the chapter on "Ageing in Materials". 

The difficulties with this item occur primarily in the case of hor~zontal internal 

frameworks (figures 46a-b.). This applies when the plastic foil 



a. The corner members can be anchored with b. Extra anchorage for corner 

the help of sheet metal strips or cleats of members above capping plates with 

angle iron. Cleat.s are fitted before 

internal vapour barriers and internal sheet 

cladding. When dimensioning, consideration 

must be ·taken of wind stability (also 

during the fitting), the positioning of roof 

trusses and the design of the gable head. 

c. Sideways displacement of corner 

members and tosh nailing. This 

method of displacement can contribute 

to the better useage of standard 

sheets. 

the help of sheet metal strips. 

d. In cases where the wind

shield comprises sheet material, 

jointing can be made using a 

strip of sheet metal and an extra 

45 x 45 mm member at the external 

corner. This extra member makes 

satisfactory thermal insulation 

work difficult at the actual corner. 

Figure 43. Different methods for anchoring corner members. 
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Figure 44. Jointing between external walls with external framework and load

bearing inner walls. Horizontal section. Strips of plastic foil are fitted 

at the same time as the shell. 

easily. 

In this way, airtightness is achieved more 

paper-covered\ mineral wool 

plastic foil strip 

Figure 45. Joining external walls with internal frameworks and inner walls. 

Horizontal section. The design assumes that insulation and sealing work is 

commenced before the internal wall is erected. 

alternative 1 alternative 2 
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"Figure 46. The principle for joining jambs - wall. Note that different methods 

for the actual joint sealing can be used (see the chapter "Joints materials 

and construction"). The easiest and safest way of achieving airtightness in 

the joint is if the wall and the joint are in the same plane (figures a and 

b). Folding in the foil as illustrated in figure b can cause difficulty in 

achieving airtightness at corners. 

\ 

a. vertical section horizontal section 

"nagging pieces" between the 

horizontal members 

b. vertical section horizontal section 

c. (vertical and horizontal sections 

identical) 

d. (vertical and horizontal 

sections identical) 

is adjacent to the plasterboard and in the cases of drawn-in foil in order to 

clamp it against the framework so that airtightness is ensured. The best way 

to achieve this is by nagging in timber, with the same dimensions as the inter

nal framework timber vertically between the horizontal members (see horizontal 

section). In order to ensure sealing of the joint between the window jamb -

wall section it is best if the plastic foil can be drawn over the joint as well. 

Problems can occur where the window is not flush with the wall (figures 46a, 

b. and d). 
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Figure 47. Joint between jamb - wall in places where the inner edge of the 

jamb is flush with the inner edge of the wall. 

required. 

A special window lining is 

At the "corners" it may be necessary to supplement the construction with tape 

etc. for this measure to be effective. 

In the case of internal vertical framework members, no· special difficulties 

are normally experienced apart from the fact that horiz'ontal framework members 

must be positioned both above and below the window open~ng (figure 46d). Verti

cal and horizontal sections ar~ identical for all intents and purposes. A special 

solution is illustrated in figure 46c where the plastic foil is drawn over the 

jamb and is clamped using the internal cladding sheet. A special jamb is needed 

for this solution as is dimensional accuracy when erecting the frame. 

In cases where the inner edge of the jamb is in line with the inner edge of 

the wall, the window is mounted before the foil after which the latter is cut 

against the jamb. 

joint (figure 47). 

This method assumes the use of packing which bridges the 

We have not analysed in detail where the window is positioned in the wall. 

A number of factors which are outside the scope of this work dictate the posi

tioning. 

Pitched Roofs 

Pitched roof designs vary considerably. Rafters should be constructed so that 

sufficient space is left for insulation. Battens are often required as the 

construction may need to be supplemented with internal horizontal wooden frame-

work members. In most cases, ventilation is necessary between the insulation/ 

windshield and the undercovering (figure 48). If the insulation is made up 

of normal mineral wool sheets, a windshield of particle board is used which · 

can be fitted using spacer blocks against the undercovering. 

Another alternative is to use special mineral wool products with glued-on paper 

as·a windshield. In such cases battens are only needed to provide an air gap. 

However, a mandatory requirement when using this method is that the rafters 

have an exact centre-to-centre distance of 1200mm and that they are erected 

squarely if the insulation and wind protection is to function efficiently. 

' .. . , . :; . .. 



Insulation work can be carried out both from the outside and from the inside. 

The latter is more convenient from a practical point of view but the risk of 

precipitation reaching the insulation is greater than if the insulation work 

is carried out from the inside when the undercover has been laid. Insulating 

from the inside is however less pleasant work bearing in mind falling dust from 

the mineral wool. 

Figure 49 illustrates a particular solution in which the whole space between 
\ 

the vapour barrier/air seal and the undercover is fillea with insulation. Thus 

there is no air gap between the insulation and the unde~covering. This cons

truction has been used in trials with good results so far. 
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a 

b 

c 

roof covering 

undercovering 

spacer battens for air gap 

wind shield 

mineral wool 

vapour barrier/air seal 

secondary spaced boardi-q.g 

internal cladding 
\ 

The rafter is spaced to allow sufficient insuiation thickness. To 

achieve good insulation it is important that the plastic foil be placed 

under the secondary spaced boarding so that the mineral wool has good 

contact with the foil. 

roof covering 

undercovering 

spacer battens for air gap 

wind shield 

mineral wool 

mineral wool between horizontal battens 

vapour barrier/air seal 

internal sheet cladding 

The rafter is supplemented with horizontal battens to give sufficient 

insulation space. The insulation is made up of two layers and the 

plastic foil is placed next to the internal cladding. 

roof covering 

undercovering 

spacer battens for air gap 

wind shield 

mineral wool 

vapour barrier/air seal 

mineral wool between battens 

internal sheet materials 

The construction principle .is the same as in b but the plastic foil 

is drawn under the insulation. 

t. Figure 48. Common pitched roof constructions in dormer houses. 
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Figure 49. A special pitched roof design. Using this method, there is no air 

gap between undercovering and insulation. During trials this construction 

has functioned admirably. It assumes that the vapour barrier/inner air

tightness is perfect - no damage can be accepted. Furthennore the undercovering 

must be watertight, e.g. by using non-jointed particle board sheets or by care-

ful overlapping at the joints using such sheets. The roof covering should 

not allow too much water to penetrate. Using this method the rafter need not 

be supplemented for sufficient insulation thickness. 

\ 

root covering 

undercovering of particle board 

(functions as a wind shield) 

mineral wool 

vapour barrier/air seal 

secondary spaced boarding 

internal cladding 

Apart from a correctly constructed vapour barrier/air seal; this method assumes 

that the undercovering is sufficiently vapour pervious. 

Colllllln walls in dormer houses 

When building donner houses, experience has shown that insulation and sealing 

work carried out externally in colllllln walls is difficult. This is particularly 

the case where one beam is drawn up to the capping plate and the next beam is 

alternated with the brace (figure 50). The distance between beams is too great 

to be able to stand on them and work. 

This means that the walls should be insulated from the inside. This means 

either that a single insulation layer is used or that the construction is com

plemented with an internal framework system. In this case it is possible to 

insulate using two layers. Very often the vapour barrier - plastic foil has 

been laid between the two layers of insulation, (figure 51). 

However it must be possible to fit windshields of sheet material from the outside 

and this demands careful work planning. 



.. 

Vertical beams in brace walls normally have the same centre-to-centre distances 

as Lht! t·afters, namely 1200mm. On the inside, this distance is too large to 

support the inner cladding and secondary spaced boarding or internal framework 

systems with horizontal members are used. Particular difficulties arise when 

joining to gable walls. 
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Figure 50. Alternating floor joists. Among the advantages of alternating, 

as illustrated in the Figure, is that only half the number of holes need be 

·. made in the plastic foil. 

I 

1 • 

l r 
1· 

\ 
Figure 51. Different construction alternatives for brace walls. 

a b 

windshield windshield 

insulation between load- mineral wool between 

bearing beams, centre-to vertical beams 

centre 1200mm 

mineral wool between 

vapour barrier/air seal horizontal beams 

c 

windshield 

mineral wool between 

load-bearing beams, 

centre-to-centre 1200mm 

"drawn in" vapour barrier/ 

air seal 

secondary spaced board- vapour barrier/air seal mineral wool between 

ing horizontal beams 

internal sheet cladding internal sheet cladding 

internal sheet cladding 
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Gable heads in dormer houses 

The construction of gable heads agrees in principle with the corresponding ex~ 

ternal wall constructions. 

Figure 52. Gable head constructions in dormer houses. 

agree with the corresponding wall constructions. 

The constructions mostly 

a 

facade material 

air gap 

fully fitted insulation sheet 

with wind-sealing paper 

mineral wool between beams, 

centre-to-centre 600mm 

(or centre-to-centre 1200mm) 

vapour barrier/air seal 

internal sheet cladding 

c 

facade material 

air gap 

windshield 

mineral wool between beams, 

centre-to-centre 600rnm 

(or centre-to-centre 1200mm) 

b 
\ 

facade cladding 

air gap 

wind shield 

insulation between external horizontal 

beams 

mineral wool between load-bearing beams 

centre-to-centre 600mm (or centre-to

centre 1200mm) 

vapour barrier/air seal 

internal sheet cladding 

d 

as in c but with drawn-in foil 



mineral wool between internal 

horizontal beams 

vapour barrier/air seal 

internal sheet cladding 
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Gable head - Gable wall - Intermediate Joists 

These constructional details can be done correctly in a number of ways from 

an insulation aspect (figures 53, 55-57). Where airtightness is concerned, 

one should attempt as early as the planning stage to position the plastic foil 

in the same plane as the gable head and the gable wall. Continuity in the foil 

layer when joining is achieved by placing a strip of foil outside the outermost 
\ 

floor joist in the intermediate joist structure when erecting the shell. Figure 

54 shows an example of erection technique for a constru~tion with a prefabri-

cated gable head. The internal sheet cladding is however erected on the build-

ing site. Using the solution illustrated in figure 54 it is preferable to 

have a special joint seal between the wall and the gable head. This strengthens 

the continuity of both the windshield and the vapour barrier/air seal. 

The intermediate joist structure can be filled with insulation in the frame 

next to the external wall. This reduces the risk of a cold floor in the upper 

section of the house. Apart from this a certain amount of insulation in the 

intermediate joist structure is necessary for fire protection and acoustic 

insulation. 

Figure 53. The joint between gable head-gable wall - intermediate joist struc

ture and the wall construction with an internal horizontal framework system. 

The assembly procedure is shown in figure 54. 
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Figure 54. Working procedure for fitting plastic foil in the case of the design 

solution illustrated in figure 53. The plastic foil strip (1) is laid and 

fixed on the capping plate when the floor joists are constructed. The plastic 

foil strip (1) is then folded out onto the floorboard and is temporarily attached 

to the low density panel. The plastic foil in the lower floor (2) and the 

upper floor (3) is fitted after which the plastic foil. around the intermediate 
\ 

joist structure is folded up and down respectively on the wall, (4 and 5) and 

is taped where necessary (6). Airtightness is ensured ,since the joints are 
i 

clamped behind the internal sheet cladding. If the cladding sheets are tightly 

nailed as well, or even better screwed, taping is unnecessary. 

1 floor joist 

floor sheet 

secondary spaced boarding 

3 

2 

6 

5 

4 

6 
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Figure 55. A joint between gable head-gable wall-intermediate joist structure 

in the case of a wall construction with "external" mineral wool sheeting. 

When constructing the shell, a plastic foil strip is placed around the inter

mediate joist structure against which the wall foil can be sealed. The design 

and working procedure agree in principle with Figure 54. This method is suit

able when prefabricating gable heads. 

1 

joint sealing where necessary 

1The nagging piece commonly used is less suitable from an insulation point of 

view. It should therefore be replaced by a sheet metal profile to which in

ternal cladding and possibly the skirting board can be attached. 
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a 

b 

floor joist 

floor sheet 

mineral wool 

secondary spaced boarding 

sealing cladding 

.. 

alternativ~ 1 

alternative 2 

Figure 56. A joint in a gable head-gable wall-intermediate joist structure 

in the case of a wall structure with "drawn-in" foil. 

I a. Masonry facade in the ground floor and wooden facade at the gable head. 

b. Wooden facade throughout. This solution can be used for on-site construe-

tion. In this ~ase it is possible to use unbroken wall beams which go all 

the way up to the outside roof. Using this solution the continuity of the 

vapour barrier/air seal is achieved most easily if a foil strip is laid between 

the intermediate joist structure when erecting the shell, (figure 55). 
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Figure 57. A certain amount of displacement between the wall in the bottom 

floor and the gable head is not uncommon. This complicates the work of pro

ducing the air-sealing layer somewhat but in the main the foil can be laid in 

the same way as illustrated in figure 56. It is advisable to fill the outside 

frames in the intermediate joist structure with insulation in order to compen

sate for cold bridges and also to reduce discomfort which can possibly be caused 

by minor leakages in the air seal. This construction allows more natural join-

ting of wooden facades. \ 
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Jointing Gable head-Roof Trusses in dormer houses or Joining Gable heads-Roof 

joist structures in 1 and 2 floor houses. 

£ In site-built constructions, airtightness is best achieved by overlapping plastic 

foil and clamping it against the hip. However investigation work has shown 

that difficulties often occur in achieving good continuity of the windshield. 

\ 
this batten is important for anchoring the roof joist 

structure's insulation and for clamping or attaching 
. ' 

the wall's windshield. 

internal cladding 

secondary spaced boarding 

Figure 58. Jointing the gable head-roof trusses in dormer houses. The same 

solution can be used for jointing gable walls-roof joist structures in 1 and 

2 floor houses as well. The foil in the joist structure is fitted before the 

foil in the wall. The overlap from the roof must be attached temporarily against 

the roof whereas the wall construction is supplemented with foil, internal horiz

ontal members etc. The foils are folded down so that overlap and clamped seals 

are obtained when the internal sheet cladding is fitted. 
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Figure 59. Jointing gable heads-trusses in doriner houses. When the insulation 

is carried out from the attic the requirements for worker protection with regard 

to stepping through the insulation must be observed. This affects both the foil 

quality and the assembly method. 

this batten is important for anchoring 

the roof joist structure's . insulation 

and for clamping or attaching the wall's 

wind shield. \ 

Figure 60. Jointing gable heads-roof trusses in dormer houses, design solution 

with external rigid mineral wool sheets in the wall. Nagging pieces are common 

but do not contribute to good insulation. In such cases it is better to use 

a rigid angle profile of paper or sheet metal. (Many use neither, and only 

tape or nail the internal sheet. This solution is however less suitable.) 

nail with washer this batten is important for anchoring the 

roof joist structure's insulation and for 

clamping or attaching the wall's wind-

shield SectionA-A 

Joist 

secondary spaced boarding Sealing Cladding 

"Clamping pieces" for ensuring airtightness 

at joints in the plastic foil 

"clamping pieces" 

Nagging piece for attaching internal 

cladding 
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Figure 61. Jointing gable heads-roof trusses in dormer houses. An angle pro

file replaces the "nagging pieces" for attaching internal cladding sheets on 

the wall. The vapour barrier/air seal should be overlapped against the ceiling 

joist in order to achieve good clamping. The wall foil must be fitted before 

the ceiling element. 

This batten is important for anchoring the roof 

joist structure's insulat_ion and fch· clamping 

or fixing the wall's windshield. 

Ceiling elements which can support 

a man's weight are used and secondary spaced 

boards are not necessary. 

Angle profile for attaching 

sheet material 

Jointing Gable heads-Column Walls 

This item is seldom shown on drawings. Investigation work has shown however 

that many inferior solutions are used on building sites. 
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Figure 62. Jointing gable heads-support walls. Horizontal sections for the 

different outer wall and column wall constructions. 

a tape 

b tape 

this assembly device is necessary to 

clamp the joints in this particular solution. 

The internal cladding sheet on the column wall is not supported continually 

at the corner. If the horizontal members are close together, e.g. 400mm centre

to-centre, support will probably not be needed. If support is needed, nogging 

pieces or angle profiles of sheet metal or paper are used. This also applies 

to figures c-e. 
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Vertical members between 

horizontal members 

to clamp foil joints 

clamped joint 

Only this assembly procedure produces 

clamped foil joints 
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Brace Walls - Pitched roofs 

This item does not normally cause any significant problems. The assembly pro-

cedure must however by observed carefully particularly if the foil is drawn 

into the insulation layer in the braces and/or pitched roof. Often a practical 

solution is to join the foil here. Accuracy is needed when clamping the joints. 

' 
Mineral wool insulation should not be jointed at the actual intersection. 

Overlaps and special attachment battens may be necessary. 

Eaves 

In these solutions, great importance has been placed on ensuring continuity 

in both the insulation, windshield and a_irtightness. It is important to design 

the eaves to leave sufficient spnce for insulation. 

reinforcement at the base of the eaves. 

This may require special 

Energy questions should be given priority in relation to the static dimensioning 

of the actual roof trusses, particularly at this intersection. Experience 

clearly shows that faults in both airtightness and thermally insulated windshields 

appear quite commonly in this particular constructional detail. The reason 

is often that insufficient space is allowed for insulation. 

/ 
When selecling lru;ulalluu Lhlckue1;;1:H:!8 Iur ruuI juli:;L i:;LrucLurei:;, lt li:; very 

important that the insulation laid between the roof trusses has the same thick-

ness as the height of the roof truss beams. Subsequent layers of insulation 

can then also cover the truss beams. Cold bridges are reduced as is the risk 

of complete gaps in the insulation layer. In order to achieve good insulation 

work, the roof trusses must be erected accurately. 

According to our field work, continuity in the windshield is best and simplest 

achieved if both the wall's windshield and the joist structure's insulation 

(with paper) is attached with a special wooden strip at the eaves. Solutions 

where the insulation matting is drawn down and attached to the wall often pro-

duce inferior results. This is because the windshield against the truss beams 

is.less acceptable using . this method. 
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Figure 63. Jointing brace wall - pitched roof. 

a 

b 

c 

Paper-covered mineral wool 

or sheet material 

Spacer batten for air gap 

Clamped joint 

A bevelled batten is ideal for 

attaching plaster board and for 

clamping plastic foils 

In the _case of continual insulation, the sheet 

should be cut out as illustrated at the inter

section of the brace wall and the pitched roof 
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Figure 64. Solutions for eaves. 

The foil in the ceiling must be fitted before the wall foil so that an overlap 

is obtained at the joint. 

the whole of its length. 

a 

b 

82 

This overlap can then be clamped and sealed along 



I _ 

c 

Spacer batten 

Eaves sheet (of glass fibre wool) 

against the paper cladding 

I 

d 

Continuity in the windshield is 

achieved with a special paper-covered_ 

insulation sheet - eaves sheet. 

This is nailed against the capping plate 

with an overlap against the facade sheet. 

To achieve a good result the roof trusses 

must be erected with an accurate centre-

to-centre distance and must be parallel with 

the vertical plane. 
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Brace Walls - Intermediate Joist Structures 

In most cases, this is the most complicated detail from an airtightness aspect. 

A number of different solutions have been applied. As extra security against 

cold floors in the upper floor, the intermediate joist structure can be filled 

with insulation material in the vicinity of ~he brace wall. 

Figure 65. Jointing brace walls - intermediate joist structures in 

dormer houses. Here the joists have been alternated at the column wall. 

The number of joists which pass through the sealing layer can be reduced in 

this way. 

a 

b 84 

Necessary batten for fixing 

the wind shield to the brace wall 

and the intermediate joist structure 

tape 

alternating according to d 



'~... i 

Because of the difficulties in achieving this joint, new truss constructions 

are coming into practice. In such cases the brace wall has been removed and 

the rafter insulated down as far as the eaves. 

c 

d 

J 
I 

Alternating floor joists in the intermediate joist 

structure is a condition for the solutions illus-

tra:ted in a-c. This alternation can be seen 

to have a number of advantages for achieving:. good 

airtightness. One example is the reduction of 

the number of joist transitions by half. Further

more alternation helps prevent blow-through in 

the intermediate joist structure. 
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Figure 66. This solution is based on traditional designs. Airtightness between 

the intermediate joist structure is achieved by positioning· sheets between the 

joists as a support for the plastic foil. Sheets with battens can be prefabricated 

providing the distance between joists is the same. So far it has been considered 

necessary to take the plastic foil around tqe joists. The design demands extra 

accuracy during the actual erection work. 

a 

For airtightness it is important that 

a secondary spaced board strip "clamps" 
I 

the foil overlap. 
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Edge Beam Constructions 

Joints at Sills and Slabs at ground level 

Joist edges can give rise to considerable cold bridges and it is extremely impor

tant to eliminate the effects of these. Figure 67 illustrates a few solutions 

which fulfill the requirements in SBC 1975 with regard to the insulation of 

edge beams and, when properly constructed, reduce discomfort caused by cold 

bridges. 

The upper section shows a construction with a highly-insulated edge beam element 

of cellular plastic and fibre concrete (Siroc element) or cellular plastic and 

wood wool. The wood wool slab in this case provides a place for cementing 

the skirting. The parts also function as a permanent mould. They insulate 

the whole of the external face of the concrete. Finished skirting surfaces 

are available in certain elements. The next section shows a different version 

with light ballast concrete blocks. Relatively large thicknesses are necessary 

for satisfactory insulation. The blocks function as a permanent mould and 

cover the whole of the concrete surface. The surface must however be grouted 

in order to reduce the effects of wind in the light clinker block. 

The bottom section in figure 67 shows mineral wool sheets positioned in supports · 

in the edgef beam and bonded in place. They do not cover the whole of the con

crete surface and leave a certain amount of concrete uninsulated. This method 

requires part~cularly good working procedures. The solution is applicable 

to external walls with brick facades. The brickwork can be supported on the 

external concrete edge in this case. 

Apart from this there is a number of specific products and methods which fulfills 

the requirements in SBC 1975. It is often quite common to use a cast-in heater 

cable to increase the surface temperature of the floor adjacent to the external 

wall. An improvement in comfort is also achieved using hot water heating sys

tems if the heater pipes are placed in the skirting board along external walls. 

Bearing in mind that joist structure edges nearly always produce a severe cold 

~ridge, it is very impprtant that air leakage is prevented at the intersection 

between internal walls and joist structure. Such air leakages rapidly lead to 

discomfort. Methods for sill sealing are given in the chapter "Joints - Mater-

ials and Construction", Figure 23. 
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Figure 67. Examples of design solutions for edge beam insulation. 

(Insulation above or below the concrete slab is not shown in the figures) 

a Edge beam element of fibre concrete or cellular plastic. 

b Edge insulation of light clinker concrete with grouted skirting. 

c Edge insulation with cast-in mineral wool (insulation is kept in place with 
~-~ 

special supports). 

a 

b 

c 

Flgur~ 68. Jointing sills and outer walls with brickwork facades. The brickwork 

is supported on the concrete edge. A damp course of paper ior possibly sheet 

metal should be fitted under the brickwork. It should be drawn up at least 

200mm on the wall, possibly behind the wind shielding sheet material. The 

fourth supporting joint is not cemented in the first and third brick courses. 

Drainage op~nings in the bottom course are necessary - at least in the areas 

exposed to ~riving rain. Openings further up can possibly facilitate drying 

out of the brick wall after driving rain. The concrete slab is insulated on 

the underside. 
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Figure 69. Example of a joint between wooden wall and concrete slab. The facade 

panel is extended so that it covers the joint. The concrete slab is insulated 

~ on the underside. 

Figure 70. Example of a joint between a wooden wall and a concrete slab. In 

this case, where the wall has an external mineral wool sheet, the latter is 

allowed to extend over the skirting. This reduces the cold bridge at the skirting. 
I 
' I 

: · 
i 

Figure 71 •. Example of a joint between a wooden wall and a concrete slab. 

The external insulation extends over the skirting. The windshield, e.g. asphalt 

board, is jointed with the skirting sheet using fibre concrete for example. 
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Porous Concrete Constructions 

Single-family houses with porous concrete structures have been tested for air

tightness by L!ittbetong AB. (Some of the results are shown in table 5.) 

The majority of these houses were built without special measures being taken 

to achieve airtightness. In houses with porous concrete constructions in both 

walls and ceilings (examples 1,3,4 & 7) the measured airtightness varied between 

1. 28 and 1. 75 changes/h at 50 Pa. In the other ~'xamples, intermediate joist 

structures and/ ceilings were of a wooden construction. In these, the measured 
I 

airtightness varied between 1.72 and 3.25 changes/hat 50 Pa. Where the lower 

value was measured, it was noted that special attention was given to airtight

ness at stripped joints. 

The results indicate that good tightness can be achieved relatively easily 

Table 5. The results from tightness testing on single-family houses with porous 

concrete constructions. The investigations ·we,~ carried out by L!ittbetong 

AB. 

' 



Figure 72. A joint between a wooden wall and a concrete slab with insulation 

on the upper surface. Using this solution the plastic foil on the wall is 

drawn in under the floor insulation in order to ensure airtightness. Even 

if the concrete slab is insulated on the upper side, skirting insulation is 

necessary. 

Figure 73. An example of a joint between an outer ~all with a brickwork facade 

and a concrete slab with insulation on the upper surface. In this version, con

crete is used as a foundation for the floor covering. This necessitates an 

extra wooden beam at the lower edge of the wall. As a variation of this sol

ution the facade is allowed to extend somewhat over the concrete skirting. 

In all other respects the construction is the same. This design also requires 

insulation of the edge beam. 
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Roof Intermediate Joist 

Structure 

Roof 

Ceiling 
a Plus soffit extension 
b _extra sealing at tape strips 

JPC = Joist elements of cellular concrete 

CPC = Ceiling element of cellular concrete 

T = Thin joint block of cellular concrete 

LE = Lightweight element of cellular concrete 

SW = Standing wall element of cellular concrete 

Dormer house Bungalow 
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Figure 74. Eaves design for external walls of lightweight elements and roof 

joist structures of load-bearing porous concrete elements with supplementary 

insulation of mineral wool. Plastic foil constitutes the vapour barrier and 

air seal. This must be carefully attached and clamped against the lightweight 

element with a wooden batten. To reinforce the airtightness further at the 

corner of the roof it is suggested that the porous concrete elements be laid 

on a string of polyurethane foam. To achieve a good windshield for joist structure 

insulation, the eaves are "clothed in" with particle board sheets which are 
I 
I 

also mounted so that ventilation of the loft space is ensured. 

Board to avoid air flow in the 

insulation and to ensure ventilation 

of the loft space 

Minimum 25mm air gap 

Mineral wool filler 

Lightweight elements 

Plastic foil 

Mineral wool with 

wind protective paper 

Adhesive or 

polyurethane foam 

with porous concrete constructions alone. Where these are combined with wooden 

constructions, greater attention must be paid to airtightness. Examples of 

constructions are shown in figures 74-78. In the cellular Concrete Manual 1978, 

further solutions are shown which can, among other things, fulfill airtightness 

requirements. 
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Number Example House type cc l) Comb Walls Intermediate Ceiling Changes/h 

House Wood CC l) Joists at 50Pa 

1 Demonstration house Partly 2 floor x 300T 250JPC 200CPCa 1.38 

2 Ytonghus, Kum.la Dormer x 300LE 200JPC wood 2.44 

3 Fjugesta Bungalow with cellar x Kombi - 200JPCa 1.54 

4a Skelleftehamn Bungalow, terraced x 250LE - 200CPCa 1. 75 

4b ·' Skel).eftehamn Bungalow, terraced x 250LE - 200CPCa 1.59 

5 Vilehacken, Ktm1.la Bungalow with cellar x 300T - Wood 3.25 

6 Vilebacken, Kum.la Dormer with x 300T Wood Wood 2.70 

cellar 

7 P~lsb~da Split level x 200SW 200JPC 200JPCa 1.28 

8 Kumlaby Bungalow with cellar x 300SW - Wood 1. 72b 

1) Cellular concrete 

·. -=----



Figure 75. The design of eaves adjacent to external walls of lightweight elements 

and wooden roof joist structures. 

a. As was shown in Table 5, it is difficult to achieve good airtightness in 

porous concrete houses with roof joist structures of wood. It is particularly 

difficult to construct the eaves intersection. In this solution it is assumed 

that a strip, suggested width lm, of plastic foil is fitted at the same time 
~-

_as the capping plate before the trusses are\ erected. A roof foil is then jointed 

against these wall strips using an overlap joint which can be taped where necessary. 

It is however uncertain whether such overlap joints provide the necessary air

tightness. 

If protection against putting feet through the foil is necessary, the joints 

cannot be taped with the tapes currently available (1979). 

b. An alternative design which allows the complete ·foil to be fitted after 

the roof trusses have been erected. The foil in the ceiling is clamped against 

the capping plate with battens and sealing strips. The foil strip, used in 

conjunction with the erection of the capping plate, can thus be avoided and 

whole widths can be used. 

Air gap 

' I 

Board 

a 

Air gap 

Board 

Plastic foil 

Plasterboard 

Space for electrical conduit pipe 

Capping plate 

Polyurethane foam or strip of 

EPDM rubber 

Lightweight elements 

Space for electrical conduit pipes 

Plastic foil 

Plasterboard 
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Battens nailed to the capping 

plate so that the plastic foil is 

clamped against the rubber strip 

Rubber strip 

~ 

Cappipg plate 

S-strip of EPDM rubber 



Figure 76. Brace wall in a dormer house with intermediate joist 

structure of porous concrete elements. Airtightness is achieved with drawn-

in plastic foil. The best airtightness is probably achieved if the foil is 

laid flat. The foil width should be the same as the height of the brace wall 

plus a certain overlap. Jointing need only be carried out at gable walls where 

all the joints can be clamped against woodert members. 

should be applied for pitched roofs. 

Corresponding assembly 

Air gap 

Board 

I 

Board 

Plastic foil 

150mm mineral wool 

45mm mineral wool 

Electrical services are placed in this 

layer so that puncturing of plastic foil 

is avoided 

Plasterboard 
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a b 

Underfiller 

Polyurethane foam or 

packing and sealing compound 

on the inside 

Window sill in cement 

Lightweight element 

Figure 77. Window attachment in lightweight element. The window jamb can 

be constructed with tucked-in wallpaper and a finishing strip through the actual 

joint. 

a. Horizontal section. 

b. Vertical Section. 

Adhesive or polyurethane foam 

Joist element 

Cementing with 1:4 cement 

Figure 78. Joint between external wall of lightweight elements and intermediate 

joist structure of porous concrete elements. 
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Curtain walls in multi-family houses 

Comparative investigations have been carried out between site-built and prefab-

ricated curtain wall elements (Karlsson and Leek, 1973). The problems in achiev-

ing good airtightness in buildings with curtain wall elements are concentrated 

in the joints between elements and shell. Different joint sealing systems 

have been studied. 
~ 

Thermography was used to assess airtightness and insulation. 

The results of investigations indicate quite clearly that in the walls invest

igated, there was a difference between site-built and prefabricated wall with 

regard to insulation procedures. Surface temperature reductions appeared spor-

adically adjacent to framework members in site-built walls which indicated short

comings in sizing and positioning of the insulation material. In the case 

of prefabricated walls, no such shortcomings were observed. The more favourable 

working conditions in factories compared with building sites probably provide 

the right conditions for better work procedures and a more even quality. Inspec-

tion facilities are also better in factories. Other investigations indicate 

however that insulation faults also occur in prefabricated elements. 

Two different sealing methods between prefabricated walls and building shell 

have been studied systematically - both using conventional packing with mineral 

wool . and sealing with two-component polyurethane foam. Interesting comparisons 
! 

can be made in this context. 

tightness than mineral wool. 

Polyurethane foam clearly provides better air

The foam also contributes to the wall element's 

attachment and allows the use of very simple attachment devices. 

3 . 
Mechanical exhaust air devices with a capacity of 90-140 m /h per apartment 

were common to all the examples investigated. True air supply devices were 

not fitted in the examples investigated but there were ventilation devices fitted 

in conjunction with windows. When these devices are closed - as was the case 

during thermography - intake air must be taken in in another manner. Since 

the concrete shell can be considered almost airtight, air supply is through 

facade walls and their joints to the shell. The cold air supplied to the apart-

ments during the winter in this way and which is not heated by radiators can 

be expected to cause discomfort and "draughts". 
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Figure 79. Examples of joints between curtain wall elements, joist structures 

and intermediate concrete walls. Suitable air sealing at joints is achieved 

with polyurethane foam. In the facade elements investigated the window jambs 

were attached with adhesive to the framework. This has obviously provided good 

airtightness. However the method has several disadvantages and has now been 

rejected by manufacturers. 

\ 

a. Joint between curtain wall element joist structure. 

b. Joint between curtain wall element intermediate concrete wall. 

The results of investigations show that where walls and joints are relatively 

tight, air leakage still occurs between window frames, balcony doors, ventilation 

blocks and jambs and between jambs and walls. The results underline the importance 

of a controlled air supply to the rooms in question. For this reason, the 

methods should be examined for providing facade walls with suitable supply air 

devices, containing filters and possible control devices if the ventilation 

plant is not supplied with intake air. 

The jointing of other structures sealed with polyurethane foam, shows a rela-

tively even, high surface temperature. No air leakage was observed. It is 

considered that the functional requirements have been properly observed using 

thi"s type of joint sealing. Joint sealing with polyurethane foam has complied 
I . 

with the tolerances in question between elements and shell. Figure 79 shows 

exau1vles uf jolnLs l.H:~tween curtain wall elel!lents and concrete joist structures 

and intermediat~ walls respectively. A construction of elements and joints 

against windows etc. agrees in principle with the solutions given in the chapters 

"Wooden Constructions" and "Joints - Materials and Construction". 
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The TMby Project 

Design solutions 

At TMby, north of Stockholm, a series of approximately 25 test houses was built 

in the Autumn of 1977 by Armerad Betong - ABV. In these houses a number of 

different installation procedures were tested for energy saving. The test houses 

were dormer houses of wooden construction built on site. The thermal insula

tion fulfilled the now valid requirements of SBC 197 5, \supplement 1. A con

siderably higher degree of airtightness than that demanded by the code has been 

sought. However the goal has not been set higher than
1

that expected to be 

achieved by workers during normal series production. Airtightness was tested 

in 15 Houses by Tyrens, who also erected the houses. With a pressure difference 

of 50 Pa, air leakage was between 0.7 and 1.4 changes/h in all except one of 

the houses tested, where a leakage rate of 1.8 changes/h was measured. 

of the values were very close to 1.0 changes/h. (Lind et al, 1978). 

Airtightness Measures 

Several 

Airtightness was based on careful construction of vapour barriers using 0.2mm 

"TenotMt" plastic foil and with taped overlapped joints. Taping was carried 

out with BP173. The measures carried out are primarily the following: 

An EPDM strip (Figure 80) is laid between the lower horizontal wall member 

and the wooden profile cast into the concrete slab. 

The vapour barrier/plastic foil is taped to the members around windows 

and doors and at floors. 

Overlap joints in the plastic foil are taped. 

Joints between windows and door jambs and adjacent members are filled with 

polyurethane foam (figure 80). 

Where floor joists in intermediate joist structures penetrate the plastic 

foil when jointing to column walls, the foil is cut and taped to the floor 

joists (figure 82). 
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Figure 81. Joints between intermediate joist structures - external walls and 

intermediate joist structures - column walls. 

\ 
Tosh-nailed sheet ,, 

I 

Figure 82. The foil in the ceiling is slit and folded up between the joists, 

taped together over these and then taped at the joint between joist - foil. 
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Figure 80. Fitting plastic foil at sills and on walls. 

. 100 

Polyurethane foam 

Tape 

0.2mm plastic foil with taped 

joints 

Tape 

EPDM strip 

\ 

(In order to keep a check on this taping - probably the most difficult 

item in the house - it is suggested that, when laying chipboard and floor 

joists, about 20cm be left over along each column wall. This allows the 

sealing between plastic foil and floor joists to be supplemented if an 

early pressure test shows leaks. The floor is later complemented with 

sheets of chipboard along the column walls.) 

Where it is necessary to make holes for circular items (conduit pipes 

for electrical cables and larger holes for ventilation ductwork and waste 

pipes) a square neoprene rubber collar is stretched over the circular items. 

This collar is provided with punched or cut holes which are slightly smaller 

than the circular items • The rubber collar is taped to the foil. 

, ,.l , 
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Figure 83. Balloon and platform systems respectively. 

Balloon system Platform system 
~ 

whereas the other was built according to the platform method (figure 83). These 

two methods of building have led to different solutions in intermediate joist 

structure joints. 

The framework shells were measured accurately according to the 6 M modulus, 

which means that the members were always positioned with a centre-to-centre 

distance of 600mm. Displacement of framework members at windows has been avoided 

by the use of specially made windows with a smaller external size than normal. 

(Swedish Standards cannot be applied.) Efforts were also made during the plan

ning work to make sure that loading from rafters was directed straight down 

to the foundations in order to avoid a large number of intermediate beams in 

the external walls. Such intermediate beams are only necessary in one place. 

Thus the amount of insulation cutting was kept to a minimum. 

The external walls comprised a triple layer construction with a cross work frame 

system (figJre 84). The load-bearing shell comprised vertical beams with di

mensions 48 x 95mm. Horizontal beams with dimensions 50 x 50nim were affixed 

to these and similar horizontal beams with dimensions 48 x 45mm were placed 

on the inside of the walls. The advantage of this apparently complicated con

struction is that the three layers of insulation can be installed with displaced 

joints which reduces the risk of continuous gaps in the thermal insulation. 

The total thickness of the thermal insulation is 190mm. 

The principle for air sealing is that on~ sealing layer is fitted without breaks, 

as far as possible, round the whole of the house. The layer, which comprises 

a 0. 2mm thick plastic foil of type "Tenot!:l.t" was placed between the two inner 

framework systems. In this way a 45mm deep installation zone for electrical 

cables is obtained. The risk of damage to the sealing layer in conjunction 

with insulation work is thus considerably reduced. 

The details have been designed so that no "difficult folds" are necessary in 

the sealing layer. The sill joint has been sealed with an EPDM rubber strip 

(RW8445) and a string of jointing compound on the inside in which the plastic 



The STFI Project - Test houses at Umeg 

Background 

For a number of years, a project has been in progress at the Swedish Forest 

Products Research Laboratory (STFI) with th~ purpose of developing generally 

applicable technical solutions for site-bui,lt wooden houses and to coordinate 

these in a building system. The project is backed up by the sawmills' efforts 

·aimed at further refinement of sawn wood products. The building system can 

be considered a common frame of reference for production of building components. 

Use of components with well-proven solutions should also contribute to the im

provement of building technology. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

The development work is based on common building site technology~ Consider-

able work has been carried out to develop suitable technical solutions and working 

methods (Englund, 1978). Work is in progress at STFI to provide answers to 

certain questions regarding climate balance in sections of buildings where diff-

erent principles are applied to meet airtightness requirements. Measurements 

are being carried out both in laboratories and in a number of test houses in 

different parts of the country. 

Two test houses were erected adjacent to the NOLIA Exhibition in Ume~ in f977 
' 

by the buildil.1g firm of Olaus Forsberg & Co. AB in conjunction with STFI. 

The houses form part of a group of 14 semi-detached houses which are identical 

in plan and appearance. One of the houses is designed to fulfill the require

ments stated in SBC 1975 whereas the other is fitted with a type of extra energy

saving device, e.g. a heat exchanger. The purpose of this is to gain experience 

from the building of low energy housing intended for normal building production 

and to determine the houses' energy consumption. 

Design Solutions 

The two houses are two-storey houses, which simplifies sealing work somewhat. 

The external walls are identical in both houses but the shell was built accor-

ding to different methods. In one house the "balloon principle" was applied, 
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foil has been securely clamped (figure 85). The spaces around window jambs 

were packed with mineral wool. Airtightness was achieved using internal jointing 

compound. 
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Figure 84. Outer wall construction. 

Internal cladding, e.g. plasterboard 

45mm mineral wool, 45 x 48mm members 

Plastic foil 

95mm mineral wool, 48 x 95mm members 

50mm mineral wool, 50 x 50mm members 

9mm GNU plasterboard 

Figure 85. Joint between outer wall - foundation. Sill sealing is achieved 

with an EPDM rubber strip internally reinforced with elastic jointing compound. 

The plastic foil is clamped against the jointing compound. 

barrier against air leakage is achieved. 

23mm cover panel 

9mm plasterboard GNU 

50 + 95 + 45 mm mineral wool 

plastic foil "Tenodl.t" 

13mm plasterboard 

16mm chipboard 

60mm cellular plastic 

plastic foil 

Elastic jointing compound 

Sill seal of EPDM rubber strip (RW8445) 

50mm mineral wool 

A considerable 

., 

Figure 86. Window joint. Horizontal section. 

traditional packing with mineral wool is used. 

Between the jamb and the wall, 

The actual air seal is achieved 

with internal elastic jointing compound. 

is used externally. 
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Elastic jointing compound 

Only a rain rejecting covering strip 

Plastic foil 



9mm plasterboard GNU 

50 + 95 + 45mm mineral wool 

Plastic foil 

13mm plasterboard 

Unbroken plastic foil 

Sheet metal beam cap 

45 x 120mm member 

16mm chipboard 

Junction box 

Electrical installation can 

be carried out without puncturing 

the air-sealing layer 

Figure 87. A joint between external wall - intermediate joist structure in 

the "balloon house". The intermediate joist is supported both on the inner 

horizontal members and the sheet metal beam caps of the vertical framework. 

The design also means that both the insulation and the air sealing layer can 

be extended past the joist structure joint without complicated overlaps. The 

most important aspect of this is the reduction of air leakage risks. 

The plastic foil in the wall has been clamped against the sealing compound with 

wooden members. .- Using this method, continuity in the air sealing layer is 

good, both in walls and at joints. Furthermore, airtightness is facilitated 

in that the layer is in the same plane overall (figure 86). 

The joist structure joints are different in the two houses. In the "balloon 

house" the sealing layer goes past the joists which are attached to wall members 

with fixing cleats (figure 87). 

taped. 

The joints between sheets of foil have been 

In the "platform house" the jointing has been carried out as illustrated in 

figure 88. The plywood sheet between the joists has a double function in that 

it provides both rigidity and airtightness. 

this with the horizontal members. 

The foil joints are clamped against 

Even if airtightness has been achieved with the inner sealing layer, air sealing 

on the outside has been carried out with great care. In the "balloon house" 

this comprises a 9mm plasterboard type "GNU" positioned on the outside of the 

horizontal framework section. The joints have been taped and the sheets are 



supported at the external corners with a fixing cleat (figure 89). 

sheets have been used for facade cladding. 

Covering 

Since the houses have a two-floor design, eaves construction is simple 

(figure 90). Overlapping the foil at corners is easy. 
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95 + 45mm mineral wool 

Plastic foil 

33 x 45mm member 

12mm plywood 

33 x 45mm member 

Wind-tight paper 

SOmm mineral wool 

9mm plasterboard GNU 

Section A-A 

12mm plywood 

48 x 170mm joist 

22 x 95mm nagging pieces 

Figure 88. A joint between outer wall - intermediate joist structure in a "plat

form house". Thi:! plywood sheets between the joints wake the shell structure 

more rigid while at the same time facilitating the application of plastic foil 

with clamped joints at each joist section. 

Figure 89. Corner design in the "balloon house". Instead of extra wooden 

members at the corner, fixing cleats have been used. Sheets of plasterboard 

can be easily screwed lulu these. The advaritage is that whole mineral wqol 

sheets can be used to a greater extent. The risk of inferior insulation"is 
I 

thus reduced.I Furthermore, timber is saved. 
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9mm plasterboard GNU 

Plastic foil 

13mm plasterboard. 
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25mm air gap 

9rnm GNU plasterboard 

lOOmm mineral wool with wind 

protective paper 

150mm mineral wool 

Pla~·tic foil 
I 

Secondary spaced board 28x95mm, 300mm 

centre-to-centre 

13mm plasterboard 

50x50mm members, centre-to-centre distance 600mm, 

50mm mineral wool 

48x95mm members, centre-to-centre distance 600mm 

95mm mineral wool 

48x45mm members, 45mm mineral wool 

9mm plasterboard 

Figure 90. A joint at the eaves between external wall and roof contruction. 

At the roof intersection, the plastic foils can be overlapped. The joints 

are clamped using the horizontal members. Where wind protection is concerned, 

good continuity is achieved between wall and joist structure by using extra 

plasterboard sheet which fits tightly against the wall's plasterboard placed 

uncle r the roo,.f. 

Pressure Testin~ 

When pressure testing the houses, an air change rate of 0.7 changes/h was measured 

in the "balloon house" and 0.5 changes/h in the "platform house" at a pressure 

difference of 50 Pa. These are very low values. 

The principle of using a sealing layer drawn under the insulation for protection 

obviously gives good airtightness. It is also probable that the function will 

be maintained providing that age-resistant foil is used. It would seem that 

there is a certain amount of risk with the "drawn-in" foil positioning in that 

it can cause moisture damage. It is therefore important to investigate further 

how the construction wor~s from a climatic point of view. Measurement work 

on a wall's climatic balance is planned by STFI (1979). 
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The ~ersberga Project - The Development of Single Family Houses 

A small area comprising a group of houses has been built in a Stockholm suburb 

by Byggnads AB Folkhem. These are dormer houses and are single family dwellings. 

They are constructed according to the requirements for thermal insulation and 

airtightness in SBC 1975. The constructi~on has been planned according to the 

principle that the internal vapour barrikr of plastic foil shall comprise the 

actual air seal. The aim was to attain a higher degree of airtightness than 

that demanded by the code. 

Airtightness in the finished houses was measured by the pressure test method. 

The number of air changes per hour varied between 0.67 and 0.86 for the seven 

houses. These are very low values. The prime reasons for this are: 

Accurate and, in our opinion, well thought-out planning. 

Careful work procedures and good work control. 

Careful choice of material for air sealing. 

General Des·cription 
I 

The group comprises 7 dormer houses each having a living area of 138 2 
m • The 

shell is built up of two framework systems, the inner vertical and the outer 

horizontal. · The load-bearing construction uses timber sawn to an accuracy 

of Imm. The standing framework was nailed on a horizontal platform and raised 

wall by wall. The horizontal framework was then erected after which windows 

and doors were set it. The framework system was carefully designed so that 

the centre-to-centre distance between framework members was 600mm overall. 

Whole standard format sheet material and insulation can therefore be used to 

a great extent. This has facilitated good workmanship. 

The thicknesses of the mineral wool insulation were: 120 + 50mm in external 

walls, 195nun in pitched roofs, 195 + 50mm in roof joist structures and lOOmm 

in floors. The insulation work in the roof was done from the inside, allowing 

the roof to be erected at an early stage. This comprised rigid wood fibre 

sheeting, battening and trapezoidal profile plate. 



The insulation work between the horizontal members in the external walls was 

carried out from the outside. 
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Figure 91. A house in ~ersberga. 

the application of the skin surface paper. The pitched roof was insulated 

from the inside whereas the roof trusses (the upper roof joist structure) were 

insulated from above after which the plastic foil and the low density panels 

were fitted. After the insulation in the walls and the pitched roof was in-

stalled, the plastic foil was fitted. The work was commenced at the gables 

of the upper floor followed by the sealing of the upper floor and finally the 

ground floor. 

Sheets of chipboard were used for internal wall cladding on the gable walls 

and plaotcrboard clocwhcrc. 

The floor on the ground floor comprises chipboard or oak parquet flooring on 

floor joists with intermediate mineral wool insulation. 

between the concrete floor and the insulation. 

Constructional Details 

Plastic foil was laid 

Figure 92 shows some of the details in this house type to which special atten

tion must be given during the construction in order for the house to be tight. 

The procedure for these details is illustrated below. 
I 
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Figure 92. Details of joints whose construction is of great importance to the 

house's airtightness. 

External wall - lower joist structure 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Load-bearing internal wall - gable wall/intermediate joist structure. 
\ 

Roof joist structure - pitched roof. 

Eaves 

Window Joints. 

Roof light joint. 

Installation runs. 

Item 1: External wall - lower joist structure 

Here a sealing strip of EPDM rubber is stapled to the underside of the sill 

before the latter is placed in position and affixed to the surface ground con-

crete slab with expander screws. The vertical framework is then raised. 

Airtightness is built up of three components: 

1 A continuous windshield of surface skin paper is drawn past the sill and 

down t;o the skirting. 

2 A clampe~ sealing strip of EPDM rubber is laid under the sill. 

3 On the inside a sealing layer of plastic foil is applied. The joint be-

tween the plastic foil on the wall and floor is overlapped and taped. 

From a work point of view, this item is not too complicated and this reduces 

the risk of errors in the final construction. For this to function as intended 

the concrete s~rface under the sill must be very smooth. 

to achieve sufficient accuracy using this method. 
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Sill seal of 

EPDM rubber 

0.2mm transparent plastic foil 

Bottom sill 48xl60mm 

Smm "SteniinteriBr" 

glass fibre concrete 

22mm chipboard sheet 

or 22mm laminated planks 

lOOmm mineral wool 

Floor joist 45x95mm 

Surface skin paper 12./mm asphalt impregnated 

wood fibre sheet, lOOnnn wide 

strip 

SOmm Mineral wool 

Pressure impregnated member 

50x50mm 

Figure 93. Joint between external wall - bottom joist structure. 

Item 2: Load-bearing internal wall, intermediate joist structure - gable wall. 

The sealing work is prepared during frame erection by placing strips of plastic 

foil under the load-bearing internal walls, between these and the gable wall 

and between gable wall and intermediate joist structure (Figure 94). These 

strips allow continuity in the internal sealing layer. The strips should be 

approx 600mm wide to allow for sufficient overlap. 

Figures 95-96 show how the constructions have been designed at the joint between 

load-bearing internal walls and gable walls and between gable walls and inter-

mediate joist structures respectively. The plastic strips are thus fitted 

in conjunction with the erection of the shell. 

The erection of the shell and the fitting of plastic foil on walls and ceiling 

is carried out during different phases of work. The erection of the shell 

is normally carried out at a forced rate and this can mean that the strips of 

plastic foil mentioned above are easily forgotten. 
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i Figure 94. 

The sealing work is prepared by placing plastic foil under load-bearing internal 

walls, between these and gable walls and between gable walls and intermediate 

joist structures during the erection of the shell. 

600mm wide plastic foil 0.2mm transparent plastic foil 

Figure 95. Gable wall - load-bearing internal wall, horizontal section. 

To prevent this carefully mark the strips on the shell drawings and give instruct

ions regarding the work tasks during which the strips are to be applied. 

Item 3: Roof joist structure - gable wall 

Airtightness is ensured if the plastic foil is overlapped at corners and care-

fully taped (Figure 97). In the roof joist structure, the foil is laid over 

the secondary spaced board so that good contact between the mineral wool a,nd 

foil is ensu~~d. In this way a reduction in the insulation properties through 

convection will be avoided. 

Item 4: Eaves 

From the point of view of airtightness, this is the most difficult task in a 

dormer house particularly where the sealing layer goes past the intermediate 

joist structure at the eaves. The large number of intersections 
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13mm plasterboard 

0.2mm transparent plastic foil 

' Nog~ing piece 25xl00mm 

Gable rafter 48x195mm 

Capping plate 73x120mm 

Figure 96. Joint between gable wall - intermediate joist structure. 

and the square shape of the joists make sealing work both difficult and time 

consuming. The design at the eaves should therefore be given particular atten-

tion during planning. 

The conventional dormer house rafter (figure 98) with an insulated column wall 

2m from the outer wall layer creates insulation and sealing difficulties in 

several places. Air leakage in the intermediate joist structure has oftc~ 

caused discomfort through low temperatures. For this reason a rafter with 

drawn-out bra~e wall was selected (figure 98). The problems with air sealing 

are concentrated using this solution and thus preventative measures can also 

be concentrated. 

advantage. 

It is possible to seal from underneath, which is a great 

The space outside the frame structure lightweight wall can be used to advantage 

for installation purposes. Consequently npne of the living area need be used 

for ductwork and piping. Furthermore the number of intersections through the 

air sealing layer can be limited. 

To achieve a good seal at the joist structure intersection, plastic foil is 

clamped against the joists. The plastic foil is clamped between plasterboard 

and nagging pieces (Figure 99) which are nailed to the joists and capping plate 

after erection of the shell (figures 100-101). 
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Covering panel 

13mm asphalt impregnated wood fibre sheet 

Capping plate 48x120mm 

Roof truss 50x195mm 

Nagging piece 25x100mm 

Surface skin paper 

45mm Mineral wool 

120mm Mineral wool 

13mm Plasterboard 

25x125mm plank 
;;-

~Omm mineral wool matting 

with paper 

195m,m mineral wool 

0.2mm transparent plastic foil 

low density panel 23x95mm 

Figure 97. Joint between roof joist structure - gable wall. 
',\ 

Figure 98. Rafters between insulated column walls and rafters with drawn~out 

support wall and framework section lightweight walls. 
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Square profile corrugated sheeting 

Widely-spaced battens 13x50mm 

6mm wood fibre sheet 

195mm Mineral wool 

9mm wood fibre sheet 

Figure 99. Eaves construction. 
( 

i 

Secondary spaced board 25x95mm 

13mm plasterboard 

Triangular batten 

0.2mm transparent plastic foil 

Nogging piece 45x45mm 

13mm Plasterboard 

Nugglng piece 25x25mm 

Capping plate 48xl20mm 
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Figure 100. Nagging pieces are nailed in position thus clamping the plastic 

foil round the joists in the intermediate joist structure. 

Figure 101. The plastic foil is clamped with the help of plasterboard sheets 

between the joists. To improve the airtightness further, sealing compound 

can be used adjacent to the joists. 

small pieces of plasterboard are used between the joists. To complement the 

clamp tightening, jointing compound is used round the joist. 

Item 5: Window and door joints 

There is naturally a joint between foil and jamb in windows and doors. In 

the houses studied these joints amounted to approximately 80m. This means that 

approximately 80% of the total length of joints is around windows and doors. 

For this reason these joints must be designed for simplicity and reliability. 

The outside jamb dimensions in the houses in question are adapted to a frame-

work system with a centre-to-centre distance of 600mm. In this way the number 

of framework members in the wall is reduced and the insulation work simplif ied. 

Swedish window standards are not adapted to a framework spacing of 600mm. 

Window and door jambs are provided with a rebate so that the plastic foil can 

be easily clamped to the jamb. This is done by nailing a strip of chipboard 

(figure 102) to the jamb and the framework members. Chipboard is used because 

it is more rigid and more robust than plasterboard and can provide better clamping. 

Bearing in mind that timber shrinks and that nails become exposed, it is suggested 

that the chipboard be screwed in order to retain full clamping effect. 

Mineral wool packing or one-component polyurethane foam has been used for sealing 

between jamb and adjacent framework members. 

with polyurethane foam. 
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Sill 

12mm chipboard 

Mineral wool packing or polyurethane .foam 

0.2mm transparent plastic foil 

Figure 102. The joint between window sill - external wall. 

Item 6: Installation Runs 

The requirements in SBC 1975 indicate that the effects of installations and 

airtightness must be observed at the planning stage. The first measure should 

be to minimise the number of intersections. For example the electrical install

ations can be positioned adjacent to internal walls or in a special skirting 

board. Intersections which cannot be avoided should be designed so that they 

can be easily sealed. Ventilation ducts can be fitted with soldered sheet 

metal flanges or tightly fitting butyl rubber collars. To seal around intersections 

made by vapour ducts from kitchens without conflicting with fire regulations 

is a particularly difficult problem. 

method available as yet. 

; 

There is no particularly good and approved 

In the houses' studied, electrical installations have mostly been routed in inter-

nal walls, intermediate joist structures and in the ceiling's secondary spaced 

boarding. This means that only four electrical intersections are necessary, 

external lighting, ring mains, outdoor electricity meter and aerial cable. 

These intersections, and those for waste water ventilation, are sealed with 

tape. In the ventilation intersection in figure 103, the plastic foil is clamped 

between the lower fixing cleat of the ventilation head and the panel boards. 

The covering plate is screwed to the panel boards after which the ventilation 

ducts' intersections (2) through the covering plate are sealed with jointing 

compound. If the covering plate is moved inside the panel boards, so that 

the plastic foil is clamped between the lower fixing cleat and the cover plate, 

the tightness of the intersection can be further improved. 
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Lower fixing cleat 

Nogging piece 23x95mm 

Cover plate Secondary spaced board 23x95mm 

Jointing compound seal 

Coverplate 

Alternative procedure 

13mm plasterboard 

0.2mm transparent plastic foil 

Figure 103. Intersection for ventilation ducts and the seals around these. 

Fitting Plastic foil 

Two different , sizes of transparent plastic foil with a thickness of 0.2mm have 
/ 

been used. On the walls on the ground floor a 2.7m wide foil is applied, i.e. 

wider than the height of the room. In the ceiling a 1.35m wide foil is used 

and this covers the area between two rafters (centre-to-centre distance 1200mm). 
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Roll out along the outer 

wall. 

Lift up,fold up the small 

flap against the ceiling, 

fix in under the flap. 

Fold down the large 

flap and attach the 

foil. 

Figure 105. The principle for fitting a 2.70m wide sheet of plastic foil. 
~ 

Ground floor 

Finally the plastic foil is fitted in the ground floor (figure 105). The fact 

that the width of the foil is somewhat greater than wall height means that the 

number of vertical joints, i.e. the number of joints using foil strips between 

gable walls and intermediate walls is fewer - preferably only four (figure 106). 

Figure 106. Large sheets of plastic foil are used so that the number of joints 

is kept to a minimum. The width of the foil is the same as the room height 

plus an extra amount for overlapping. 

~. 



Upper Floor 

Plastic foil is fitted to the gable walls first (Figure 104). It is rolled 

out on the floor along the walls and is cut so that approximately 800mm is left 

over. The foil is then affixed to the roof truss after which the large fold 
'-is folded down and stapled to the wall. 'When the plastic foil has been set 

\ 
up on the gables it can be applied to the roof. This is attached starting at 

one of the eaves, up along the pitched roof and over to the other eave. About 

400mm should be left over at each respective eave so that there is an overlap 

against the plastic foil fitted to the ground floor wall. The foil in the 

roof must however be cut at the middle of each joist so that it can pass the 

joist structure. When it is cut it is folded through the joist structure and 

stapled to the joist, nagging pieces and capping plates. 

Figure 104. The upper floor's gables are covered in plastic foil first after 

which the roof is covered. In the roof, the foil is laid parallei with the 

rafters. The rolls can go through a side opening in the intermediate joist 

structure. The joints, with a good amount of overlap, are laid over supports 

and clamped with plywood strips or are taped. 
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70mm mineral wool -7 

45mm mineral wool -3 

150mm mineral wool -1 Ridge -9 

Roof cladding and undercoating 

according to the building de$cription 

Rafter 195x45, centre-to~centre 1200mm 

45mm air gap 

45x45 batten at the jack rafter 

Wood fibre sheet 

150mm mineral wool -1 

Pl as tic foil -2 

45mm mineral wool -3 

Frame members 45x45 centre-to-centre 

600 

13mm plasterboard 

Jointing plastic foil 

Clamping battens 

150mm mineral wool -1 

Columns centre-to-centre 1200 

Plastic foil -2 

45mm mineral wool -3 

Framework members 45x45, 

centre-to-centre 600 

13mm plasterboard 

Nagging pieces -8 

70mm mineral wool -7 

200mm mineral wool -3 

70mm mineral wool -7 

200nnn mineral wool -3 

Rafters 195, centre-to

centre r200 

Foot protection -5 

Secondary spaced board -6 

13mm plasterboard -12 

A "wedge" of mineral wool 

is cut away when erecting 

before folding the insulation 



Examples of design solutions 

This example has been obtained from Svenska Riksbyggen and refers to a dormer 

single family dwelling. The drawings relating to the project are supplemented 

with instructions and references to standard parts. In the latter, an account 
~ 

is given of how repetitive constructiona~ details are to be carried out, e.g. 

erecting the windows, joints in plastic foil, facade details. They also con

tain special instructions regarding material qualities and work procedures. 

Reference is also made to material manufacturers' instructions. Standard solu-

tions related to building details should be drawn on A4 paper and plenty of 

copies should be available for the actual work site. Large drawings of buildi ng 

details are impractical for use on building sites. The drawing example is 

not comprehensive and does not contain all the details and variations for a 

complete single family dwelling and only shows a system conceived for this example. 

An interesting item is the separate account of the fitting procedure for the 

plastic foils. This procedure also clearly shows the sizes used and the joints 

which are acceptable. Note also that positioning electrical cables in external 

constructions has been avoided. 
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200mm mineral wool ~3 
Foot protection -5 
Secondary spaced board -6 
13mrn plasterboard -12 Nogging piece 22mm chipboard -4 

Framework members 
l 95X20 
45mm mineral wool -3 
Foot protection -5 
Secondary spaced board -6 
'13mm plasterboard -12 

Non-load-bearing 
· internal wall -10 

Nogging piece Load-bearing internal 
wall -ll 

Plastic foil strips , 

The numbers refer to special instructions. 
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Instructions 

1 

2 

3 

Mineral wool sheeting with l. = 0.040 W/m0 c. The sheeting shall be fitted 

with wind paper with an overlap of 80mm on the outside and with paper that 

can be nailed having a 40mm overlap on the inside. Where the angle of 

the wall changes, a wedge is cut out to half the depth of the sheet so 

that the insulation remains unbroken. 

Minimum 0.20mm thick age-resistent and transpar,ent plastic foil. 

0 Mineral wool sheeting with l. = 0 .040 W/m C. 

' 

4 Floor chipboard with functional requirements according to NKB. Type approved 

5 

(refers also to fonnaldehyde content). Handled according to the erection 

instructions issued by the Chipboard Federation. 

the building description. 

Laid out according to 

Gyproc safety foil. Fitting according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

The foil also functions as a diffusion barrier and an air seal. 

6 22 x 95, Type V, centre-to-centre 300mm with a substructure centre-to-centre 

7 

distance 600. 28 x 95, Type V, centre-to-centre distance 300 with sub-

structure centre-to-centre 1200. Attachment according to Gyproc's instruc

tions with regard to foot safety. 

Mineral wool sheet with l. = 0.040 W/m0 c. 
wind paper. 

The sheet must be covered with 

8 The nagging pieces are tosh nailed to the floor joist structure using a 
pattern of 6 + 6 at 100 x 37. 

(See also figure 113). 

The nagging pieces also functions as struts. 

9 In the case of terraced and semi-detached houses the ventilated ridge is 

to be made in accordance with the building description. 

10 45 x 45 members. In bathrooms with bathroom furniture loads on walls, 

45 x 70. In toilets and bathrooms the whole of the wall thickness is 

insulated. 

11 45 x 95 members. Capping plates, beams according to shell plan. · Nagging 

piece for skirting board. ,_ 



·/ 
Foot protection -5 

Low density panel -6 

13mm plasterboard -12 Nogging piece 22mm chipboard -4 

Framework members 

Non-load-bearing 

internal wall -10 

Nagging piece 

195x20 

45mm mineral wool -3 

Foot protection -5 

Secondary spaced board - 6 

\13mm plasterboard -12 
" 

Load-bearing internal 

wall -11 

Plastic foil strips 

The numbers refer to special instructions. 
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a 

Facade material according 

to building description 

SOmm mineral wool -1 

Windshield -2 

120mm mineral wool between 

framework members -3 

Plastic foil -4 

13mm plasterboard 

Splay -5 

30x45mm member -6 

Seal -7 

120mm framework member -8 

12mm chipboard -9 

Plastic foil 

Windshield -2 

Skirting board according to 

building description 

b 

Windshield -2 

Skirting board according to 

building description 

c 

Instructions 

1 3 2 Room height mineral wool sheet with air permeability O.lm /m h Pa 

A =0.04 W/m0 c. Sheet joints are always positioned above framework members. 

In all other respects assembly is carried out according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. 

2 Wind paper (AClS0/200) or mineral wool sheeting with factory-fitted wind 

paper. 

overlap. 

Loose wind paper is jointed above framework members with a 1501IDJ1 

3 Mineral wool with A= 0.04 W/m°C is attached between standing 120mm frame-

work members with centre-to-centre distance 600mm. Framework member thick-

nesses according to documentation related to the project. 

4 Minimum 0.20mm thick age-resistent and transparent plastic foil. Assembly 



according to Standard Detail Figure 112. 

5 Splay accordi11g to production standard. 

6 30x45mm framework around window, impregnated (Class B according to SIS 

056110). 

1 BPA Joint foam 100. Joint thickness 10-20mm. 
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Instructions 

The following shall apply unless stated in project-related documentation: 

Panel 

Nailing batten 

Splay 

Window sheet 

Cover panel with dimensions according to building description. 

Mortice and tenon jointed timber may be used. The bottom plank 

is nailed centrally with hot galvanised wire nails 75x28. The 

cover plank is double nailed with hot .galvanised wire nails 100x34. 
I 

The nails in the cover planks must not' protrude. 

30x70mm • The batten is attached to the shell framework with 

hot galvanised wire nails c-c 600 using 2 nails at every attach

ment point. A plastic spacer tube is fitted between batten 

and framework. The nailing dimensions around spacer tubes shall 

be 125x40. 

Thickness 25mm. The width is adapted to the panel in question. 

The splay is surface treated in the same way as the panel. 

The splay is cut off 5mm above the window sheet. 

According to the building instructions. 

Figure 109. Standard pattern.. Facade cladding covering panel. 

a. Vertical section at window. 

b. Horizontal section at window. 
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Panel 

Drop bead 

c 

Spl ;:iy 

Window sheet 

Nailing batten 

Plastic spacer tube 

a 

Plastic spacer tube 

b 

Nailing batten 

centre-to-centre 

600 

Panel Splay 
.. 
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Instructions 

The following applies unless otherwise stated in project-related documentation: 

Brickwork 

Tying 

Splay 

Window sheet 

Bricks, cement and cement joints according to building description. 

The brickwork is erected against the brickwork splay and the 

brickwork joint is drawn even with the brickwork surface. Wall 

opening = jamb outside dimensions + 50mm. 

2 4 ties/m • Type of tie according to building description. 

Planed splay 34x45mm. The splay is impregnated according to 

SIS 0561110 class B and is surface coated in the same way as 

the window. The splay is cut off 5mm above the window sheet. 

The splay is attached with nails to the framework, not to the 

jamb. On splays adjacent to side jambs an EPDM rubber profile 

with a lip is applied. An example of type and make is product 

no. 46-56090 from VMrnamo Gummifabrik. 

According to the building description. 

Figure 111. Standard detail. Brickwork facade. 
I 

a. Vertical section at window. 

b. Horizontal section at window. 
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Alternative 1 Alternative 2 

a 

Alternative .1 

Taping 
.... · 

I 

; 

Alternative 2 

b c 
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Detail 1 

Tosh nailed 

Beam cap 

Nail with anchor nails 

on both sides 

Seen from the "inside". 

I 

Detail 2 

Figure 113. 

Tosh nailed from the rear 

Fixing plate 

Nailed with anchor nails 

Alternating floor joists. 

' I 
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